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B e a m  S p i n  A s y m m e t r y  M e a s u r e m e n t s  in  D e e p l y  V i r t u a l  C o m p t o n

S c a t t e r in g
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Beam Spin Asymmetry (BSA) is studied in the Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering 

(DVCS) using CLAS detector at Jefferson Lab and longitudinally polarized electron beam  

with 4.8 GeV energy. This asymmetry is directly proportional to the imaginary part of the 

scattering amplitude, which relates it to the Generalized Parton distribution functions. Re

action ep -A epX  is studied. A fit to the line shape of the missing mass squared distribution 

of (ep) is used to extract the number of single photon final states in each kinematicai bin 

for both helicities of the beam and for the helicity sum. DVCS beam spin asymmetry is 

measured in several bins of and t. The and the t-dependences o f the  sim^ moment 

of the asymmetry is extracted for the first time.
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C H A PTER  1

P h y s ic s  M o t iv a t io n

1.1 In tro d u c tio n

One of the fundamental topics of modern high energy physics is the understanding of 

the nucleon structure. Studies with leptonic beams in the deep inelastic scattering region 

(DIS) have led to the discovery of the quark-gluon structure of the nucleon. It was found 

that quarks carry about half of the nucleon momentum, and about 25% of the nucleon spin.

Recent developments in the theory have opened new perspectives for studying nucleon 

structure. Such studies can be made in hard exclusive leptoproduction experiments. A 

formalism developed by Ji [1], Radushkin [2] and Muller [3] for the QCD description of 

hard exclusive processes introduces Generalized Parton Distributions, GPDs (or Skewed 

Parton Distributions), that contain information on the correlations between quarks and  on 

transverse and angular momentum distributions.

A large program for studying GPDs is proposed for the CLAS detector at Jefferson 

Laboratory in Newport News (VA). Although more favorable kinematicai conditions for 

these studies will be reached at high energies, there are measurements th a t can be done at

1
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C H A P T E R  1. PHYSICS MOTIVATION 2

lower energies.

One o f the key experiments for studying GPDs is Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering 

{DVCS). T he  Bjorken scaling regime in DVCS can be reached at ~  3(GeV/c)^, and even 

at lower (~  l(GeV/c)^) the corrections to the leading order diagram are manageable.

This opens up an opportunity for studying DVCS at JLAB with alreadj^- available elec

tron beams. At these energies DVCS can be studied through Beam Spin Asymmetry (BSA) 

measurement s.

In this work the Beam Spin Asymmetries are measured in the reaction ep -> ep7 , 

with 4.8 GeV  longitudinally polarized electrons in the Q'  ̂ range (1.0 — 2.5 GeV'^), an d  t 

(0.1 -  0.6 GeV).

1,2 D eep  Inelastic  S cattering

In 1911, Rutherford used a particles to resolve the structure of gold atoms by m easur

ing the angles of the scattered particles. The cross section formula tha t Rutherford did 

empirically establish in the non-relativistic case was:

da _  cP'
dO 4(p ,0)2s t o 4(0/2)

where a  is a fine structure constant, B is the velocity of the projectile, p  is the momentum 

of the projectile and 9 is the scattering angle in the laboratory frame (where target is fixed). 

The Eq.(l.l) is written for the ep scattering, where both the target and the projectile have 

charge equal 1. The low energetic a  particles can be assumed to be point-like compared 

to gold atoms. To study the structure of the nucleon one has to use point-like particles as 

projectiles, such as leptons. When using projectiles with spin—1/2, the Rutherford formula
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C H A P T E R  1. PHYSICS MOTIVATION 3

for scattering has to be corrected, which was done by Mott [4] in 1932:

(^)  = . cog^(g/2)
\ d Q /  Mott W o /  1 -j- ‘~ s i f i ? { 0 j 2 )

where cos^(0j2) and (1 +  arise from the spin-1/2 of the electron and the

target, respectively. M  is the target mass and E  is the initial energy of the  electron. By the 

uncertainty principle, the larger is the better the resolution with which th e  target is being 

probe. In  1950, Rosenbluth [5] proposed to involve the proton electric and  magnetic form 

factors characterizing the deviations from a point-like behavior of the proton. Assuming 

the proton to have spin 1/2, the Rosenbluth expression for elastic ep scattering gave:

-  ( s ) m - .  d .3 )

where r  =  —g^/4M^, and Ge and Gm  are the electric and magnetic form  factors of the 

proton, respectively. In the experimental measurements of proton form factors it was found 

that they drop sharply with increasing momentum transfer. That was the  first evidence 

for a distributed structure of the proton within the sphere with an estimated radius of

(0.85 ±  0.1) f m  [6]. As a basis for inelastic ep scattering cross section calculation, the

result for eiectron-muon scattering was taken [7]. Then the following result for inelastic 

ep scattering cross section was obtained taking into account the unknown structure o f the 

proton parametrized in terms of two structure functions Wi and W2  [8]:

where Wi and W2 are related to their elastic counterparts Ge and Gm- They are functions
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of two independent variables v and which correspond to the energy and momentum 

transfer in  the rest frame of the target proton:

v ^ E - E ’ (1.5)

^  _g 2 ^  AEE'sin^{6j2) (1.6)

The structure functions W\ and W2 are underivable from the theory of strong interactions, 

and must be obtained from the experiment. In 1968 Bjorken proposed to  investigate the 

structure functions in the limit of -)■ 00 and 1/  -> ao but vjCf" fixed. He introduced 

a new variable x  =  Q^/2Mu which had to be kept constant. The m ost famous result

of this pioneering inelastic ep scattering experiment was the evidence of so-called scaling

invariance of the proton structure functions W i(p, Q^) and W2 {p, Q^), i.e. there was no 

dependence of these functions found. In the Bjorken limit these structure functions tend  to 

depend on the ratio x  only:

lim MWi(v,Q'^) =  F t{x )+ 0 { l lQ ^ )  (1.7)

Urn uW2 {v, Q^) = F2 (x) +  0 (1/Q 2) (1 .8 )

This feature is expected for scattering from a point-like particle. Similar result hold for 

electrons scattering on any point-like particle. Based on this Feynman proposed a model, 

where the proton consists of quasi-free point like partons in the frame, where the proton is

moving with infinite momentum. The cross section of deep inelastic ep  scattering is then
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the incoherent sum over all eiectron-parton scattering cross section:

<1-9)

where qi{x) is the parton momentum density of the parton i with the charge Cj inside th e  

proton. T h e  four momentum transfer and x  correspond to the mass o f th e  virtual pho

ton and th e  fraction of the proton momentum carried by the parton w hich is hit by th e  

exchanged virtual photon, respectively. Deep inelastic scattering experim ents were fu n d a

mental in  understanding the structure of the nucleon. However, the p arto n  density functions 

as m easured in DIS do not provide enough information needed for com plete discribtion of 

the nucleon structure.

1,3 G eneralized  P a r to n  D istrib u tio n s

A good way of introducing Generalized Parton Distributions (G PD s) is to start from  

the description of deep inelastic scattering (DIS), ep —>■ eX.  In the Bjorken limit, when the 

photon virtuality =  —q^ and th e  hadronic energy in center of mass b o th  become large 

with the ratio xb  =  Q‘̂ j2u finite, the dynamics factorizes into a hard  partonic subprocess, 

which can be calculated in perturbation theory, and a parton distribution, which is the  

probability density for finding a parton  of specific momentum fraction x  in the nucleon. 

The cross section of inclusive ^*p can be related to the imaginary p a r t  of the forw ard 

Compton amplitude -> by using the optical theorem [9]. The p a r to n  densities can 

be thought of as the squared amplitudes for the target fluctuating in to  the parton. w ith  

momentum fraction x  and any rem nant system. This has the m eaning o f a  probability in 

the classical sense, at least to  leading logarithmic accuracy in The sim ple factorization
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a) b)
V ( q ) y(q)

\
Figure 1-1: a) handbag diagram for the forward Compton amplitude 7*p —s> 7 *p, whose imaginary 
part gives the DIS cross section, b) Handbag diagram for DVCS in the region ^ <  x < 1.

of dynamics into short- and long-distance parts is not only valid for the forward Compton 

amplitude, but also for more general case where there is a finite momentum transfer to 

the target, provided that the virtuality of one of the photons is large. A particular case 

is where the final photon is on shell, so that it can appear in a physical state. In o ther 

words, the limit of large initial photon virtuality Q^, with the Bjorken variable and the 

invariant momentum transfer t — (p' — p) remaining fixed, must be considered. One then  

speaks of Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) and the basic process is described by 

the handbag diagram shown on Figure 1-1, which can be accessed in th e  exclusive process 

ep -> ep7 . The long-distance part, represented by the lower blob, can  be parametrized 

through generalized parton distributions (GPDs).

GPDs also occur in the production of light mesons instead of the 7 . If the quantum  

numbers permit, the GPDs for gluons enter at the same order in as those for quarks (see 

Figure 1-1).

The transformation of a virtual photon into a real photon or a m eson requires a  finite 

transfer of longitudinal momentum, where longitudinal refers to the direction of the proton
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momeiitiim in a frame where p and p’ move fast. It has been shown th a t the fraction of 

inomeiituHi lost by the proton is determined h j  x b - If momentum fractions are defined in 

the symmetric way shown in Figure 1-1, then in the Bjorken limit one lias [9]:

where ^ is called a skewedness variable. The proton and parton momenta are no longer the 

same on the right and left hand sides of the diagram. Therefore GDPs no longer represent 

a squared amplitude, but rather the interference between amplitudes describing different 

quantum fluctuations of a nucleon.

1.3.1 Notations

The description of parton densities and related quantities are given in  light-cone coordi

nates. The light-cone momentum becomes proportional to the momentum of a particle 

in the infinite momentum frame where -p oo, but can be used to calculate in any con

venient reference frame. For GPDs and for the processes where they appear a commonly 

used notation is;

P  = ^ = ^ p '  - P ,  t = (1.11)

with p for the incoming and p' for the outgoing hadron momentum. For scattering we 

use standard variables:

W ‘̂ = {p + q f ,  XB = ^ ^  (1 .1 2 )

where q is the momentum of the incident 7 *. The skewedness variable is usually defined in
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the literature as:
n+ — p'+

+  p'+ V /

Since the of physical states are non-negative, the physical region of ^ is the interval 

( - 1, 1).

1.4 G P D  Form alism

1.4.1 Phenomenology of the GPDs

It has been shown that the amplitude of Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering [10] and 

deeply exclusive production of mesons in the forward direction can be factorized in leading 

order pQCD into a hard-scattering part, which can be exactly calculated in  pQCD, an d  a 

non-perturbative nucleon structure part. The later can be parametrized a t leading tw ist 

in terms of Generalized Parton Distribution (GPD) structure functions. At twist-two level 

there are four GPDs, denoted H  , H, E, E,  which depend on kinematical variables : x, 

^ and t. Where x  (light-cone momentum fraction) is defined as k = x P ^ ,  where k is the 

quark loop momentum and P  is the nucleon average momentum. The kinematical variable 

^ is defined by A =  —2^P. The third variable is the total squared momentum transfer to 

the nucleon {t — A^). On the light-cone the non-perturbative amplitude a t leading twist 

can be parametrized as:

^ J  <  p'\'ip0i-y/2}ilJaiy/2)\p > =
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ij57^)ai3[H^x,^,t)N{p')'j-^j5N{p) +  & { x .X , t ) N { p ' ) j 5 ^ ~ N { p ) ] }  (1.14)

where tp is the quark field for fiaYor q, the nucleon mass and N  the micleon spiiior. The 

variable x  runs from -1  to 1, hence the momentum fractions defined as a; — { and x  + ^ 

can be either positive or negative. There are two regions for the GPDs: when x > ^ bo th  

partons represent quarks, and for s  < f antiquarks [11]. In these regions the GPDs are 

the generalization of the usual parton distributions from DIS, and in the forward direction, 

the GPDs H  and H  reduce to the quark density distributions q{x) and  quark helicity 

distributions Aq{x) obtained from DIS:

q{x), X  > 0,
(1.15)

—q(—x), X < Q.

Aq{x),  X > 0,
(1.16)

A f(—x), X < 0.

Functions E  and E  are not accessible through DIS, since in the forward limit (A —> 0), 

the associated tensors in Eq.(1.14) vanish. Therefore E  and E  are accessible through hard 

exclusive electro-production reactions only and are new leading-twist functions. Similarly, 

the region —̂  < x < ^, corresponds to the limit f  -> 0, is absent in DIS. In  this region GPDs 

behave like a meson distribution amplitudes and contain completely new information about 

nucleon structure. At finite momentum transfer, the first moments of G PD s are related to 

the elastic form factors of the nucleon through model independent sum rules. By integrating 

over X one can obtain for a  particular quark flavor (for any ^):

(1.17)
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m m m : -  ■

Figure 1-2: Model calculation of GPD H{x, as a function of x and ^ at i = 0.

dxEHx,C.t) = Flit)

j  ̂ d x W { x , ^ , t )  =g \{ t )  

/■+!
J  dxE^{x,^, t)  = h\{t)

(1 .18)

(1.19)

( 1 .20)

where F-f(f) and E |(f) represent the elastic Dirac and Pauli form factors for the quark 

flavor q in the nucleon, g \  is the axial isovector form factor of the nucleon, and h \  is the 

pseudo-scalar form factor. In the following when referring to the quark flavor form factors 

the proton form factor is assumed, e.g. E f (t) =  In this notation, the  u-quark form

factor is normalized as E f(f = 0) == 2 so as to yield the normalization of 2 for the «-quark 

distribution in the proton, similarly the d-quark form factor is normalized as E f (t =  0) =  1 

so as to yield the normalization of 1 for the d-quark distribution in th e  proton. These
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elastic fo rm  factors for one quark flavor in the proton are related to tlie physical micleon 

form factors as:

F^iP ^  2Ff  +  F f  +  FI

-  2Ff + Ff + Ff (1.21)

where F [  and F ” are the proton and neutron electromagnetic form factors respectively,

normalizes as Ff(0) =  1 and F ”(0) =  0. In Eq.(1.21) Ff is the strangeness form factor of

the nucleon. Similar relations hold for the Pauli form factors F j . For the axial vector form

factors the  isospin decomposition is used:

9a = ^9 a +  ^9a

9a  =  +  2^^ (1-22)

where qa and g \  are the isovector and isoscalar axial form factors of th e  nucleon respec

tively. Similar relations exist for Ha- The isovector axial form factors qa is measured

experimentally, and is known to be gA{0) ^  1.267.

There is also a sum rule that relates the second moments of GPDs to the angular 

momentum carried by the quark in the nucleon [Ij;

dx 0  +  E^X ,  0 )  =  2J« (1.23)

where F  is the fraction of the angular momentum carried by quark flavor q in the nucleon. 

The quark helicity in F  has been measured in the past decade through polarized deep- 

inelastic scattering. Therefore, an experimental determination of J® allows a measurement
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of the q u a rk  orbital angular momentum [12], The sum rule combined w ith  DIS d a ta  on 

helicity d is tribu tion  will allow us to  understand how the nucleon spin is d istributed am ong 

its constituents, and shed new light on the “spin-puzzle” .

1.4.2 S p a tia l Image of the Nucleon

Deep-inelastic scattering experiments have not only played a crucial role in establishing 

QCD as theory of strong interactions but have also been an important too l for exploring 

the quark-gluon structure of hadrons.

A
1 1

A 0 . 5
........................ .

0. !

A 0

- 0 . 5 - O. i
.......................

W - 1

Figure 1-3: The w-quark phase-space charge distribution at different values of the Feynman momen
tum for non-factorizable ansatz of generalized parton distributions. The vertical and horizontal axis 
correspond to x and |Ci|) respectively, measured in femtometers. The [dashed] contours separate 
regions of positive [darker areas] and negative [lighter areas] densities. Below each contour plot the 
shape of three-dimensional isodensity contours are presented.
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In the  Bjorken scaling limit these experiments allow probing parton distribution func

tions (PDFs), which have a very physical interpretation as the probability density for finding 

partons carrying the fraction x of the target’s total momentum in the infinite momeiitimi 

frame [13]. The DIS experiments, due to the probability interpretation o f PDFs, have con

tributed substantially to present intuitive understanding of the quark gluon structure of 

hadrons.

These forward parton distributions contain no information about the spatial distribution 

of partons. In the recent calculation it was found ([13],[14]) that knowledge of GPDs a t ^ =  

0, can provide information (by Fourier transform) about the longitudinal momentum and 

transverse position of partons in the target. This is completely new information about the 

internal structure of the nuclons, and it will allow to understand how the spatial distributions 

of the partons in the nucleons vary with x and what is the parton distribution at a given 

distance from the center of momentum. An example plot is shown in Figure 1-3 [14], 

where the up-quark charge distribution is calculated from for various values of

X =  {0.01,0.4,0.7}. The plots show significant change in the distribution on the longitudinal 

momentum fraction x. At the small x, the distribution extends far beyond the normal 

nucleon size along the z direction. The physical explanation for this is th a t the the position 

space uncertainty of the quarks is large at small a;, and therefore the quarks are de-localized 

along the longitudinal direction.

In summary, GPDs uniquely connect the charge and current distributions of the nucleon 

with the forward quark distribution measured in DIS. Recent results demonstrate the appli

cability of the GPD framework at currently achievable values of for DVCS and possibly 

for vector meson production. New results from experiments combined w ith theoretical cal

culations will provide new insights into the internal dynamics of the nucleon unimaginable
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few yeaxs ago.

1.4.3 Param etrization of the GPDs

Extracting GPDs from experimental data is not a simple task. Plienomenological 

parainetrizatioiis of GPDs are necessary to fit the experimental data. One of the com

monly used parametrizations of GPDs uses double distributions [10]. In  terms of double 

distribution functions the GDPs are given via;

/ I tl-\y\
dy dzS{y+ ^z -  x )f {y ,z , t )  (1.24)

-1 J—l-\-\y\

where /(y , z, t) is the double distribution function and C i) is the corresponding GDP. 

One of the non-trivial properties of the generalized parton distributions is the  polynomiality 

of their Mellin moments [11] which follows from the Lorentz invariance of nucleon m atrix  

elements. Presenting GPDs through double distribution functions leads to  a violation of 

the polynomiality condition. This problem has been resolved by taking into account an 

extra term, the so-called D-term [15], assuming two-components for the GPDs. For the 

unpolarized case for each i-flavor of quarks one has:

Hi{x,^,t) =  qi{x,(,t) +  ^ 0 ( 1  -  |||)D (a :,C ,t)

Ei{x,^,t) =ri{x ,^ , t )  -  - ~ e ( l  -  (1.25)

with the D-term contributing equally to ail N f  active quark species. In Eq.(1.25) is the 

parametrization of E  and has similar form with g S i m i l a r  equations exist for gluonic GPDs 

with gluonic D-term, (l/iVy)D(a;/^) —> Dg{x /^).  The D-term is an antisymmetric function
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of a:/^ and  drops out in the sum H  + E. Due to its antisymmetry the D-term does not 

enter into the sum rules, therefore the t  dependence is not constrained by it. The following 

model is used:

D { z , t ) ^ ( l - ^ y ' D { x / 0  (1.26)

where the t-dependence is characterized by the cutoff mass mp, considered as a free pa

rameter. The §i in Eq.(1.25) represent sums over valence and sea quarks, and can be 

further decomposed into these components to extract the momentum transfer dependence 

into valence and sea form factors, as:

qi{x,  e, t) = C) +  ( t)g r (^ , C) (1.27)

where i =  n, d,s, and = 0 for the s-quark. At this point the (s ,^ )  dependence of 

ri{x,^, t)  is not constrained at all. Since its first moment is given by the Pauli form factor, 

it is extracted from rj(x ,^,f) and the remainder is set to be equal to q{x,^):

n{x,C,t) -  +  F n t ) q r { x , 0  (1.28)

here the valence u— and d— quark form factors as before are extracted from proton and 

neutron form factors, via:

=  2Ff.2(t) +  =  P y t )  +  2 F y t )  (1.29)

The Dirac and Pauli form factors are fairly well known from experimental measurements,
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and in the  small-t region can be parametrized by a dipole form;

+ kp kn V m y,

where kp = 1.793 and =  --1.913 are the proton and neutron magnetic moments, respec

tively. And m y  is a cutoff mass. The electric form factor of the neutron is set to — 0. 

The corresponding quark Sachs form factors in terms of Dirac and Pauli form factors are 

given via:

G%{t) = Fi{t) + ^ F m  

G U t) = F lit) + Flit)

The sea-quark form factors in terms of Sachs form factors read:

=  = ( l - (1.31)1 -f f̂ sea  ̂ ’̂ ŝea

where m^ea is another cutoff mass. The slope of is given by [16]:

_ s F r
St t=o 4M2

(1.32)

where Bsea and kgea are two free parameters. The parameter kgga enter in the sum rule 

which gives the fraction of the orbital angular momentum carried by quarks. W ith the 

above mentioned assumption of r* =  q;, the spin sum rule reads:

\  j  Cl C, F Q^))  (1-33)
i=u,d,s
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=  1((1  +  kp + + (1 +  +  (1 +

where th e  momentum fractions carried by quarks P* can be deduced from deeply inelastic 

data. The quarks are modeled as a  product of a profile function tt with conventional quark 

i f i i y ) )  antiquark ( f i { y ) )  densities using Eq.(1.24). This is possible to  do, since the 

D-term does not affect the GPDs in the forward limit. For the sea an d  valence quark 

contributions we have [14]:

/r^ (y , z) =  frHyWiyUi\y \ , z ,Kai)

/ /“ (y. )̂ = [ f i i v W i v )  -  f i { - y W i - y ) ) - ^ { \ y \ , ^ , b s e a )

where the definition of valence densities =  fi{y) — fi{y) is used. The profile function is 

assumed to be universal for both valence- and sea-quark species and it reads:

r ( 6 +  I  j \(l _  y ) 2  _

V ^ X H R ) (1 -  y)2H i

The parameter b encodes the skewedness effect, i.e., a larger value of b suppresses ^ depen

dence, and q^{x, Q^) reduces to the parton density f^{x, Q^) in the lim it of 6 -> oo. This

limit is called the forward parton distribution model (FPD). One may choose the asym p

totic distribution amplitude in case of valence quarks, which implies b^al =  1. In case of 

sea quarks bgea is considered to be a  free parameter. The adjustment of th is  parameter was 

made to predict measurements done by HI experiment at HERA at small-®s (discussed in 

[16]). This parametrization with different parameters of Bgea, kgea, b^ai an d  bgea was used to 

fit the experimentally measured beam spin asymmetries at HERMES an d  CLAS (discussed
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in section 1-5.1).

1.4 .4  T w ist-3  GPDs

Recently th e  DVCS amplitude has been computed introducing a term of th e  order 0 (1 /Q ) [17]. 

Inclusion o f  this term is necessary to ensure the electromagnetic gauge invariance of the 

DVCS am plitude to the order of A /Q . At the order of 1/Q the DVCS am plitude depends 

on a new set of generalized parton distributions:

p+ /•+00 . , , _ I

■'-» V=,-^=o

P +  f + o o  ,
F ^ ( x , ^ , t )  = — J  dy~e^^ <p'\(j){~yl2)'f^'y^<j>{y/2)\py (1.35)

y+=y-^=Q

The index p  in the above equation projected into the “plus” light-cone direction {fj, =  + ) 

(see Eq.(1.14)). The case of p, = — corresponds to the twist-4 GPDs which contribute 

to the DVCS amplitude at the order of 0{1/Q^).  The twist-three G P D s correspond to 

the p =_L. The twist-3 GDPs in Wandzura-Wilczek approximation (w here quark-gluon- 

antiquark correlations are neglected) can be related to twist-2 GPDs. The operators entering 

the definition of twist-3 GPDs can be decomposed into so-called W W  terms 

and a function containing new dynamical information arising from antiquark-gluon-quark 

correlations

= (1.36)
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where the  WW  parts are expressed in terms of twist-2 functions and have the following 

form:

■/'. f  (i'l) ( 4  - 4) - i"'<> - ( iW b  ■
(H) ( 4 - 4 ) - l i V f i V ’ »■"

for “+ ” and components of the twist-3 GDPs in the WW approximation. And tmin is 

given by:

^  4 x B { l - X B ) + e ‘̂ ^  I - X B  + x b M ^ Q ^  ^

The functions are given by:

Bi(x,Q  = {H + i?)(y, 0  -  ( | , | )  ff{y,{)} ,

= ± £  rfy j{ ( l  -  (r I )  ff(y .O  +  ( | ,  I) (ff +  £)  (y,{)} .

E i(x ,0  =  ( f .  l )  l )  (ff +  ff) ( y , o }  . (1.39)

The W± functions are called W -kernels and are defined by:

( i . « )

As it turns out, only the difference Wi -  enters in the amplitude of DVCS, therefore
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B e t h e - H e i t i e rD¥CS

Figure 1-4: Handbag diagrams for DVCS and Bethe-Heitler processes.

only four independent GPDs remain in twist-3 level. In the WW approximation, which 

neglects the antiquark-gluon-quark correlation, all the twist-3 GPDs are entirely determined 

by the four twist-2 GPDs H,E^H and E.

1.5 D eep ly  Virtual C om pton  S ca tte rin g

Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering is a very promising reaction for accessing GPDs 

experimentally. Theoretical studies of the DVCS amplitude have done recent advances and 

it has been derived up to twist-3 accuracy. There are four twist-2 level GDPs involved in  the 

description of DVCS amplitude(GPDs R®, E®, E ‘̂ ), plus four new structure functions

from gluonic transversity distribution.

DVCS has the same final state as the Bethe-Heitler (BH) reaction, where a photon is 

emitted by the incoming or outgoing electron (Figure 1-4):

7*(g) -h N{p) -> 7(g') +  N{p‘) (1.41)

and therefore the experiment measures the sum of amplitudes of these two processes. The
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Figure 1-5: The kinematics of leptoproduction in the rest frame of the target. The 2:-direction 
is chosen counter-along the three momentum of the incoming virtual photon. The lepton three- 
momenta form the lepton scattering plane, while the recoil proton and outgoing real photon define 
the hadron scattering plane. In this reference system the azimuthal angle of the scattered lepton is 
(pi = 0 , while the azimuthal angle between the lepton plane and the recoiled proton momentum is 
4>n  = <j>- When the hadron is transversely polarized (in the reference frame) S ± — (0, cos#, sin# , 0), 
the angle between the polarization vector and the scattered hadron is denoted as .

cross section of deeply virtual production of a  photon can be presented as:

da 0?XBV
dydxBdtd^ 167r2Q2yYT?

(1.42)

where xg  is the Bjorken scaling variable, y =  (p- {q — q'))/ (p-q) is the lepton energy function, 

is the virtuality of the photon, a  is electromagnetic interaction constant, e is the electron 

charge, #  - the azimuthal angle between lepton and hadron planes (see Figure 1-5),and e is 

the polarization of the virtual photon. In the Eq.(1.42), <j> = (f>ĵ  — (j>i is th e  angle between 

hadron and lepton planes. The frame is rotated with respect to the laboratory frame in 

such a way that the virtual photon four-momentum has no transverse component. The 

kinematics is fixed by choosing the z-component of the virtual photon momentum to  be
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negative and the x-component of the incoming lepton to be positive:

k = {E,Esin0i,O, EcosOi), qi =  —|ff j)

The amplitude T  is the sum of the DVCS (Td v c s ) and Bethe-Heitler (Tb h ) amplitudes, 

given as:

=  iTefl-p +  jTbi^csP+2i (1.43)

where X is the interference term:

J  =  T d v c s T b h  +  T d y c s '^b h  (1.44)

The Bethe-Heitler amplitude is real and is parametrized in terms of electromagnetic form 

factors, which are known from other measurements. The azimuthal angular dependence of 

each term arises from the contraction of leptonic and hadronic tensors [16].

The squared DVCS amplitude T d v c s ,  Bethe-Heitler amplitude T b h ,  and the interfer

ence term read ([16]):

" S ^  (!■ «)

\T o vcsf  =  +  5 3  [cf^^'®cos(»^) 4- Sin{n<f))] } (1.46)
y ^  n=l

1  = ±e® Z

- { 4 + E  [c^cos(n^) -f sl_ain{ml)}] |  (1.47)
XByHPi{(i})P2{4>)

where the +  (--) in the interference term  stands for negatively (positively) charged beam. 

Generation of new harmonics in the azimuthal angular dependence for the  Fourier coeffi-
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cients, presented below, are terminated at twist-3 level. The coefficients c f 'jsf and 

arise at tw ist-2 level, and the rest provides an additional angular dependence and is given in 

terms of tw ist-2 (c^^) and twist-3 ,sf) GPDs. The effects of dynamical

Mgher-twist contributioiis are neglected in consequent considerations, they  will give power 

suppressed corrections to the Fourier coefficients, discussed above.

All Fourier coefficients for all the Tbh ,T d v c s  and I  can be found in [16]. Here only those 

are presented which are relevant for DVCS single spin asymmetries. For th e  phenomenology 

of GPDs, the interference term (I) is the most interesting quantity since it is linear in 

Compton Form Factors (GFF), which simplifies their disentanglement from  experimental 

measurements. For an unpolarized target, the Fourier harmonics for the interference term  

are given:

4  =  - 8(2  -  y ) t e |  (J-) +  ^ ( 1  - y ) { 2 -  x b ) {C  ̂ +  AC^ [T) |  ,

(1.48)

11} ^
d  =  - M l 2 X p ^ °T (J -T ) .  (1.51)

where the C are coefficient functions. They depend on GPDs, integrated over the momentum 

fraction. For the harmonics involving if, E, H, E  they read:

A 2
clnp =  P i n  + j ^ i P i  + P2)n -  j ^ F 2 £  (1.52)
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aud the power-suppressed contributions are defined as:

■ ( 2 ^ ^ ^  + £) + n )  (1.53)

Here again only coefficient functions for the interference term with unpolarized target 

are presented. The coefficient functions for DVCS and BH amplitudes can be found in [16].

The coefficient functions are given in terms of Compton Form Factors (CFF), which are 

related to  GPDs by a convolution of perturbatively calculable coefficient functions (7^:

{ u , £ , n l , £ l , n t £ i } i O  =  j  d ^ { h , E,  H%,  (x , ,

f 1
[ i t ,  f , n%, £ l ,  u l , e l } ( 0  =  J j x  (e, x) { # ,  e , e I , h ^ , e I }  {x, ,

(1.54)

where the terms of 1/Q^-power have been neglected. The summations over quark species 

on the right hand side is implied in the above equation, so that they have to  be understood 

as follows:

(1.55)
i=u,d,s

where the perturbative expansion of is given by:

cl*) =  e g )  +  + 0 (a . )  (1.56)

At LO in the QCD coupling constant the coefficient functions for even (—) and odd (+) 

parity sectors read:

_  Qj I Qj_____  / I  rn\
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where Qi is the quaxk charge. These formulae are complete results of the real-photon pro

duction a t twist-2 level. The strategy for accessing the GPDs is to measure experimentally 

the Fourier harmonics c[ and The table 1.1 shows which sector (Im and Re) can be 

accessed at twist-2 and twist-3 measurements of Fourier coefficients. The cross section for

twist
sector

Cs
harmonics in I 

unpoi.
extraction of CFFs a A(l behavior 

(unpol)
two UC{T) ,AC(V) Cl, Co over complete 1,2 1

3fC(V) ,AC(V) Si, - over complete 1,2 1
three 3?C(Y‘V7) C2 complete 2 2

SC(JFV/) S2 complete 2 2

two C3 1 X 3? of 4 1 3
^Ct {Tt ) - 3 X 9  of 4 1 3

Table 1.1: Fourier coefficients c| and sj of the interference term.

leptoproduction of the real photon has a quite rich angular structure. The goal of ex

periments is to pin down the GPDs and this requires a clean disentanglement of different 

components of the cross section. So fax eight CFFs have been introduced a t twist-2 level, 

where four of them related to gluonic transversity contributions. Four new GPDs arise 

at twist-three level. This sectors can be separated due to their characteristic azimuthal 

dependence, summarized in Table 1.1, for the interference (I) term.

1.5.1 Previous Measurements

The azimuthal dependence of the beam spin asymmetry has been recently measured 

by the CLAS [18] and HERMES [19] collaborations with electron (4.25 G e V )  and positron 

(27.6 GeV) beams, respectively, scattered on hydrogen target. In both  experiments the 

average value of < y > was large, thus the BH part of the total cross section dominates 

over the DVCS, so the denominator of the beam spin asymmetries {da^ + da^) is dominated 

by the BH contribution, with c®^p-coefficient being the dominant one, and higher har-
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monks are suppressed. The BH part provides a  much stronger contribution for the CLAS 

experiment than for HERMES. Thus, the 4> dependence of the BH propagator in Aiu{4^) 

almost cancels. A simple model with several free parameters was introduced in the preced

ing sections to calculate beam spin asymmetries in. DVCS and compare them  with available 

measurements. In [16] three models are considered, summarized in Table 1.2. After fix-

model b-ual bsea Bsea[GeV-'^] ^sea
A 1 OO 9 0
B (X) OO 9 -3
C 1 1 5 0

Table 1.2; Parameters sets for models of H- and E- type GPDs.

ing the parameters in the sea-quark sector from HI data, numerical estimates were given 

for unpolarized fixed target experiments. In these kinematics the azim uthal dependence is 

expected to be approximately given by a sin{4>) function [20]:

A l u{4) ~  ±
Xb  ^l,unp _ . rr / rrt ^ t , \ t
y unp 2 - X B  ^  (1.58)

where higher harmonics are suppressed by A /Q- In this approximation A bu is linear in 

CFFs, and within presented model the dominant contribution arises from Im H .  In  the 

leading order (LO) the imaginary part is given by the GPDs on the diagonal x  = ±^. Thus, 

the uncertainties due to poor knowledge of GPDs are minimized in beam spin asymmetries. 

The D-term appears to affect the asymmetries only slightly, nevertheless, it was included 

in calculations according to the model described above and the slope parameter was set 

equal to the sea-slope parameter {Bo  =  Bsea)- The results of the CLAS and HERMES 

measurements are shown in Figure 1-6 along with GPD expectations a t twist-3 level for
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LO CFFs. For CLAS kinematics, due to higher average < y >, a stronger contamination 

by higher harmonics is induced by the squared DVCS term in da^ + da^ as well as twist- 

three effects. The model predictions for the CLAS experiment, plotted in Figure 1-6 (b),

have a much smaller deviation from sin{(j>) than the HERMES one, shown on Figure 1-6

(a). Calculations with model A are compatible with the HERMES data (solid curve). The 

experimental result for integrated asymmetry from HERMES was:

A w  =  -0.23 ±  QM{stat) ±  Om{syst)

A w i M O D E L  A) = -0.27 (1.59)

If smaller slope parameter Bsea or a smaller bgea parameter is considered, the  absolute value 

of the asymmetry increases. In the model C, for example, it leads to:

A w i M O D E L  C)  =  -0.37

with an obvious deviation from sm(<p)-Iike shape (dashed curve), which is mainly due to

kinematical effects. On the other hand the larger value of b̂ ai and a smaller Ksea, going 

beyond the WW-approximation, decrease the absolute value of A w .  T he effects due to 

antiquark-gluon-quark correlations can be demonstrated by assuming a large contribution 

proportional to the twist-two one, with a phase difference

jrqGq _  -\J^\ ■ exp[i arg{!F) -1-

where T  = And with =  —Tr/S, model B gives A w  = —0.16, which is also

compatible with data (dash-dotted curve). The measurements of the CLAS collaboration,
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Figure 1-6: The beam-spin asymmetry as fiiiiction of azimuthal angle measured at HERMES a) 
in reaction e+p -j- e+py with initial beam energy 27.6GeY kinematical. (b) BSA from CLAS in 
ep epj &t E  = 4.25GeF

which were fitted with function:

(1.60)

gives:

a = 0.202 ±  0.028(stai) ±  0.013(syst)

13 = -0.024 ±  Omi{stat)  ±  0m9{syst)

The /3-parameter is compatibie with zero. The calculations with model A (solid curve) and 

C (dashed curve) failed to describe the data, giving:

(MODEL A) a  =  0.28,/3 =  0.028

(MODEL C) a  =  0.40,/3 =  0.014

Using model B and going beyond the WW-approximation by including antiquark-gluon- 

quark correlation effects with phase difference =  tt, one can get a  result compatible
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with the CLAS measured asymmetry (dash-dotted curve):

a  =  0.24, fi = -0.03

whereas for model B in the WW-approximation one gets:

a  =  0.24, /3 =  0.014

where the a  value seems to be insensitive to antiquark-gluon-quark contribution, but th e  /? 

term is quite different. Model A fails to describe the experimentally measured asymmetry 

from CLAS, however, model B is in fairly good agreement with the measurement. Note th a t 

contrary to  a, the second harmonic parametrized by /3 is very sensitive to quark-gluon-quark 

correlations [21].
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E x p e r i m e n t a l  S e t u p

The experiment was performed using electron beam provided by Continuous Electron 

Beam Facility (CEBAF) at the Thomas Jefferson National Lab (Newport News, VA).

2.1 A ccelera to r

The CEBAF accelerator is a superconducting radio frequency (RF) electron accelerator, 

devoted to the investigation of the structure of mesons, nucleons and nuclei using a  high 

power electron or photon beam with energies up to 6 GeV,  with a resolution of < 0.01% 

and 100% duty cycle. The primary electron beam from the accelerator is separated and 

sent to three different experimental Hails (A,B and C). An RF chopping system (operating 

at 499 MHz)  is used to develop a 3-beam 1.4971 GHz  bunch train at 100 keV. The beam  

is then longitudinally compressed into 2ps bunches separated by 2.0039 ns  intervals. The 

beam from the injector is accelerated in the recirculating beam-line (Figure 2-1), w ith two 

linear accelerators Joined by two 180® arcs with radius of 80 m. The linear accelerators 

are equipped with twenty cryomodules, each containing eight superconducting niobium

30
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cavities. T h e  accelerating cavities are kept superconducting at temperature 2 K  with liquid 

helium, produced at the Lab’s Central Helium Liquefier (CHL). The beam  is steered and 

focused while passing each arc using quadrupoie and dipole magnets. T he  beam, after 

recirculating in the linac and reaching the desired energy, is delivered to  th e  experimental 

halls. The CEBAF accelerator delivers beam currents sufficient to achieve luminosities of 

several times 10̂ ® cmr‘̂ s~^ to Halls A and C. The luminosity achievable in Hall B is lim ited 

by the maximum rates in the detector to about 2 x 10 “̂̂ cmr‘̂ s~^.

Recirculatwn
0.4-GeVUnac 

(20 Cryomodules)
0.4-GeV Unac 

(20 Cryomodiilex)

Extraction
Elements

45-MeV Injector 
(2 1/4 Cryomodules)

End
Stations iL

Figure 2-1: CEBAF Accelerator. In the right upper comer blowup shows cross section of five 
recirculating arcs in the tunnel. In the right lower corner the cross section of a cryomodule. In the 
upper left corner the linac cryomodules cross section is shown.

2.2 CLAS Detector

The main setup of Hall B is the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS). CLAS, 

is a nearly 4?r detector (shown in Figure 2-2) based on a superconducting toroidal m agnet 

(TORUS).
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T orus

R1
F

R3

c c -

TOP

I I M i

EC

Figure 2-2: Three dimensional view of CLAS detector.

The detector package consists of drift chambers (DC) for measuring trajectory of a 

particle, gas Cherenkov counters (CC) for electron identification, scintillator counters (SC) 

for time-of-flight measurements, and electromagnetic calorimeters (EC) for identifying elec

trons, photons and neutrons. It allows detection of charged particles from 8" to 140° in the 

laboratory frame, and detection of neutral particles from ~  8° to ~  60°. A target is located 

inside the detector on the beam axis. The total charge of the beam passing through the ta r

get is measured by a Faraday Cup (FC) located at the end of the beam line. The magnetic 

field of the spectrometer is provided by six superconducting coils, symmetrically located 

around the beam axis at 60° intervals (see Figure 2-3), which produce a toroidal field in the 

azimuthal direction. The maximum intensity of the field provided by the superconducting 

coils is 2 Tesla in the forward region. The advantage of the toroidal magnetic field is that 

it is nearly constant in the azimuthal direction, hence bending charged particles only in the
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Figure 2-3: CLAS toroidal magnet.

polar direction.

The gaps between the cryostats are filled with six individually instrumented detector 

packages, which form six independent magnetic spectrometers. This makes a  good basis for 

carrying out experiments that require two or more particles in coincidence in  the final state, 

with 1 /1 0 0 0  or better signal to background ratio at luminosities up to 2 x 1 0 ^̂  cm^^sec^^.

2.2.1 D rift Cham bers

The toroidal magnet of CLAS bends particles toward or away from the beam axis 

leaving the azimuthal angle practically unchanged. The Drift Chambers (DC) are then 

used to measure the trajectories of charged particles, and determine their momenta. The 

drift chambers cover a range from 8° to 140° in polar angle and an average of 80% of the 

azimuthal range. In each sector there are three regions of DC (Figure 2-2). The first region
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Figure 2-4: Layout of super-layers in Region 3. The sense wires are located in the center of each cell, 
while the field wires are located in the vertices of the hexagons. The shadowed hexagons represent 
the cells containing the sense wires which produced a signal for a representative track.

(i?l) is located nearest to the beam line in a nearly field-free region, and is used to determine 

the initial direction of the charged particle. The second region (R2) is located between the 

Torus coils in a strong magnetic field, and is used to obtain measurments of the track where 

the curvature is maximum. The third (i?3) region is located outside of the coils, where 

the magnetic field is low, and measures the final direction of the charged particles heading 

towards the Time-of-Flight counters(TOF), Cerenkov counter (CC) and Electromagnetic 

Calorimeter (EC).

Each region of the Drift Chambers consists of two Super-layers: one axial, where the 

wires are strung parallel to the magnetic field lines, and one stereo, where the wires are 

strung at 6° with respect to the axial wires. This design provides accurate measurement 

of the polar angle 9 and the azimuthal angle (j> of the charged particles. Each super-layer 

consists of 6 layers of sense wires (4 layers in the case of Region 1 Stereo).Each sense wire is 

surrounded by 6 shared field wires, which form a  hexagonal shape p a tte rn  (see Figure 2-4).
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The hexagonal shape of the cells provides a good approximation to the circular cell in which 

the tim e/drift relation is independent of the particle’s entrance angle.

The d rif t chambers are filled with a mixture of 9/10 Ar (Argon) and 1/10 CO2 , which 

provides a  drift velocity of up to 0.04 mjiisec and an operating voltage plateau of several 

hundred volts. The average efficiency to detect particle tracks for each layer is greater than 

98% [22],

In the reconstruction stage, the hits from each super-layer are grouped to  form a  track 

segment. Track segments from different supper-layers are then linked together to form a 

track. This gives a momentum from 3 — 5% of i t ’s true value. Then, the  start time from 

scintillator counters is used to obtain the drift time, which is converted into a  distance from 

the center of the cell. This then allows for a more accurate fit which includes not only the 

center of the wire but also includes the distance from this center to the track. This final fit 

allows for a computed momentum that has a resolution of 0.4% and a track  reconstruction 

efficiency greater than 95%. The overall efficiency of drift chambers is >  95% for a  hit 

occupancy of up to 4% and the momentum resolution (a) is better than  0.4% [22].

2.2.2 Cerenkov Counters

The Cerenkov counter is used to separate electrons from pions and o ther charged parti

cles [23]. CLAS is equipped with threshold Cerenkov counters in the forward region in every 

sector covering polar angles up to 0 =  45°. In electroproduction experiments it is essential 

to have clean electron-pion separation at the trigger level, since the prim ary background is 

due to pious. For inclusive cross section measurements it is important to  have fewer than 

1 in 100 electron triggers coming from mis-identified pions. With a typical rejection factor 

of 100 : 1, the Cerenkov counters can ensure this when the number of 7r“  to the num ber
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of e is less th3.n 1 (iVjr^/iYe  ̂ < 1). The radiator gas used in the Cerenkov detector is

Optical Mirror System

ElMptiad Mirrors

- Hyperbolical L_ photomultiplier
Mirrors and

Magnetic Shielding

Cones

Figure 2-5: Arrangement of the CC optical modules of one sector.

perfluorobutane (C4F10) with index of refraction 1.00153, which results in high photon yield 

and a pion momentum threshold of 2.5 GeV/c [24]. The Cerenkov counter in each sector of 

CLAS consists of two parts, each consisting of 18 optical modules (Figure 2-5).

Each of the modules is equipped with elliptical, hyperbolic and cylindrical mirrors, 

to direct the light into the light collection cone with the PMT attached to  the end of it 

(Figure 2-6). The components of Cerenkov counters are mounted on a  triangular shaped 

aluminium frame and protected with a 0.08 mm Tediar PVF film sandwiched around a 

sheet of mylar. The PMTs are mounted in the region obscured by the torus so that they 

do not increase the material in the path of particles passing through CLAS. The gain of 

the PMTs of the Cerenkov counters are equalized by single-photoelectron response of the 

photomultiplier. An electron, traveling through the active volume of the detector, typically 

produces 4 —5 photoelectrons. The efficiency of Cerenkov counters is better than 98% in 

the fiducial active detection region [25].
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Elliptical mirror

Hyperbolic mirror

Figure 2-6: One optical module of CLAS Cerenkov counter, showing the detector components and 
the hypothetical light paths from electrons. Cerenkov light from electrons reflected twice from the 
mirrors into the Winston Cone (WC), surrounded by the magnetic shield (MS). The Winston cones 
are used to collect the light onto the surface of the Photo-multipliers (PMT).

2.2.3 S c in ti l la t io n  Counters

Charged particle identification in CLAS is done using the momentum measured in DC 

and the time-of-flight (TOF) measured in the scintillation counters [26]. T he TOP counters 

cover the polar angular range between 8® and 142° and the entire active range of azimuthal 

angle (j), and are located behind the drift chambers (see Figure 2-2). Each sector of TOF 

consists of 57 scintillators (Bicron BC-408) aligned perpendicular to th e  beam direction, 

each covering an approximate scattering angle of 1.5°. The first 23 and  last 4 counters 

have width of 15 cm, and 22 cm for the remaining strips. The widths were chosen to 

optimize the timing resolution of a single counter and still have sufficient granularity for 

the triggering process. The scintillator thickness of 5.08 cm is uniform throughout, chosen 

to give a large signal for traversing minimum-ionizing particles. Each of the  TOF counters 

(“paddles”) has one PMT at each end (shown on Figure 2-7). The last 18 counters in each 

sector, covering the back angles, are paired into 9 logical counters, so th a t there are 48
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Figure 2-7: TOF system for one sector. The length, the width and the readout configurations are 
different for different paddles.

logical counters per sector. The timing resolution of a single counter depends on its length 

and width, with a resolution of about 130 ps for the forward counters, and about 300 ps 

for the back counters (with 6 > 90°), providing pion-proton separation up  to  2.5 GeV.

2,2.4 Forward Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The forward region of all six sectors of the CLAS detector are equipped with an Elec

tromagnetic Calorimeter (EC) of 16 radiation lengths, covering a polar angle in the range 

8° < 0 < 45° [27]. In two of the sectors this coverage is extended up to 60° by the 

Large Angie Calorimeters (LAC). The Electromagnetic Calorimeter has a  lead-scintillator 

sandwich design consisting of alternating layers of scintillator strips and  lead sheets, with 

a lead/scintillator ratio of 0.21, resulting in 39 cm of scintillator and 8.4 cm of lead per 

module. With this ratio, approximately 1/3 of the energy is deposited in the scintillators.
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Figure 2-8: CLAS Forward Electromagnetic Calorimeter exploded view of one of the sectors.

The EC has a triangular shape and is composed of 39 layers of BC412 scintillator of 10 

mm thick, with 2.2 mm Pb sheets in-between. Each layer is composed of 36 scintillator 

strips parallel with one side of the triangle (see Figure 2-8), the orientation changing by 

approximately 120° between two adjacent layers. The three orientations, called views, are 

labeled U,V and W, each containing 13 layers. This design provides stereo information on 

the hit position. The entire detector is subdivided into inner and outer parts, containing 5 

and 8 layers for each view, respectively. This provides longitudinal sampling of the shower 

for improved hadron identification. The readout scheme can be seen in Figure 2-9. The 

EC in total consists of 8424 scintillator strips and 1296 photo-multipliers. The two Large 

Angle Calorimeters are implemented only in sectors 1 and 2 (see Figure 2-2). They consist 

of 33 layers, each composed of a 0.2 cm  thick lead foil and of 10 cm  wide and 1.5 cm  thick 

NEllOA scintillator strips. The layers form a 40 x 24 matrix with cell size 10 x 10 cm^,
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Figure 2-9: Electromagnetic Calorimeter readout scheme. PMT - photomultiplier, LG - Light Guide, 
FOBIN - Fiber Optic Bundle Inner, FOBOU - Fiber Optic Bundle Outer, SC - Scintillators, Pb -
2.2 mm Lead Sheets, IP - Inner Plane (Composed of two 1.905 mm Stainless Steel Face Sheets and
72.2 mm Foam Core Plate)

and each consecutive layer is rotated by 90°. Each module of the LAC is divided into inner 

and outer parts providing better electron/pion discrimination. To avoid optical cross over 

each pair of contiguous scintillators are separated by Teflon strips of 0.2 m m  thickness, and 

another layer of Teflon (0.2 mm  thick) is inserted between lead foils and scintillators. The 

module thickness corresponds to 12.9 radiation lengths. The Electromagnetic Calorimeter’s 

features are summarized below:

Fast total energy sum for triggering (< 100 ns)

e/ 7  energy resolution a jE  < y/E{GeV)

position resolution of «  2 cm  at 1 GeV

ej-n rejection > 99% at energies greater than  1 GeV

Mass resolution for two-photon decay of 8 m /m  < 0.5 GeV
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N eutron detection efficiency greater than 50% for En > 0.5 GeV

Time-of-flight resolution around 0.4 ns

Figure 2-10: Engineering drawings (CAD) of CLAS cryogenic target cell on (the left) and GSIM 
image of the target used in simulations.

2.3 L iquid  H ydrogen T arget

The experiment measures electron scattering on an unpolarized proton. As a source

of protons a liquid hydrogen target is used. The hydrogen is maintained in a liquid state 

using an aluminium cell (see Figure 2-10) at a temperature of ~  20 K .  T he target cell has 

a cylindrical shape with 5mm diameter and Ih ^m  thick input and ou tpu t windows. The 

liquid hydrogen is circulated through the system of pipes, shown on Figure 2-10 [28]. During 

the experiment the target parameters such as temperature and pressure are monitored and 

stored in the database.
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2.4 T rig g er System  and D ata  Acquisition

The triggering system is designed to select events of interest and reject the  backgi-ound. In 

CLAS there are two levels of trigger. The first level trigger (Leve!-1) is used to identify pos

sible event candidates. Most electroproduction experiments in CLAS require the scattered 

electron to be detected. The Level-1 trigger serves the purpose to select events with a  pos

sible electron in the detector and triggers the data acquisition system to  record the event, 

which will be further analyzed. The LeveI-1 trigger uses information from the pretrigger 

boards of the EC, CC and TOF (in case of e ld  experiment, only EC and CC were used in 

the trigger) to form a coincidence signal which is sent to a Read-Out-Controller (ROCs). 

This level only ensures that there was sufficient energy deposited in the electromagnetic 

calorimeter and there was a signal in the Cerenkov counter (EC and CC are in coincidence 

for each sector separately). To improve the event/background ratio even more the Level-2 

trigger was implemented in CLAS, which identifies possible track candidates in the drift 

chambers. The Level-2 trigger reads information from the Drift Chamber wires and searches 

for track segments. In the “eld” experiment the Level-1 trigger was used in coincidence 

with Level-2. The CLAS data acquisition (DAQ) system was designed for an event ra te  of 

2 kHz. Continued development of the DAQ system has resulted in operation at event rates 

of 3 — 4 kHz. The data output rate limit at present is 25 M B ytes / s, constrained by the 

speed of the RAID disks that store the data. The DAQ consists of 17 Read-Out-Controllers 

(ROCs) communicating with a Trigger Supervisor board which make the decision whether 

the event should be read out. If there is a trigger the data signals are read out, and sent 

to the Event Builder (EB) process, which forms a complete event by pu tting  together data 

from different parts of the detector and stores it in the Data Distribution (DD) ring. The
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Data D istribution ring is a shared memory which allows more than one process to access the 

event for writing it out and analyzing at the same time. The Event Recorder (ER) process 

writes d a ta  from the DD ring to the RAIDs (Rednndarit Array of Inexpensive Disks). The 

data from the RAIDs are later transferred to a  tape SILO for perm anent storage. The 

schematics of the DAQ is shown in Figure 2-ll([29]). Some subset of events from the  DD 

ring are constantly being processed to monitor data quality and identify problems. The 

status of detector components are constantly monitored during the experiment and stored 

in the database for offline analysis.
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Figure 2-11: CLAS Data Acquisition System schematic view. The signals from the detector go to 
the ROCs and pretriggers. The pretriggers initiate the readout from the particular detector system 
as well as provide an input for the Level-1 trigger. In case of present trigger the data signals are 
read out, digitized and transferred to a process called Event Builder (EB) running on the main 
computer clonlO and are temporarily stored in the Data Distribution (DD) ring in shared memory. 
A process called the Event Recorder (ER) writes data from the DD ring onto disks from where they 
are transferred to the tape silo. Some of the events from the DD ring on clonlO are transferred to a 
different computer clonOO to be used as an input stream for monitoring programs.
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D a t a  C a l ib r a t io n  A n d  P r o c e s s i n g

The experiment presented here was carried out during 03—Fe6—2000 to 02—M ar—2000. 

It measured electroproduction on a liquid hydrogen target. The data from the experiment 

are saved in separate files for each run containing ~  500k Events (each run contains ~  

lOM Events), this limitation comes from the fact that files are limited to a  size of 2 G Bytes.  

The RAW data are saved in BOS format. For analysis these files are processed by the 

offline reconstruction program (RECSIS [30]) in order to identify particles in the events 

(the process of reconstruction is referred to as “cooking”). Part of the d a ta  are processed to 

calibrate the various detector components in order to achieve the optim um  resolution from 

each detector element. After this, all data are processed to generate the final 4-momentum 

vectors.

3.1 D ata  P rocessing

The data are “cooked” using the RECSIS offline reconstruction program. The program 

consists of software modules for each detector, designed to reconstruct h its  from the RAW

45
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Figure 3-1: An example of an event reconstructed by RECSIS. The in-bending track on the top half 
of the detector corresponds to an electron that triggered the event, the out-bending track in the 
lower half corresponds to a positively charged particle.

data. First, each detector package reconstructs hits in the detector based on raw ADC 

and TDC information, and stores the results of the hits in intermediate banks (BOS Banks 

[31]). Then the output from all detectors are passed to the event builder module (SEE) 

which combines the different detector hits to identify individual particles in the event, and 

produces an output containing the events that will be used for further analysis. The main 

goals of SEE are [32]:

geometrically match the tracks and hits.

identify the trigger particle.

• calculate the trigger time.
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• define particle identification (PID).

® build an event and write it to output.

The information on reconstructed hist and tracks is read from the so-called “intermediate” 

BOS banks, after which geometrical matching is done. The concept of geometrical matching 

is to define distances between the detector hit position (rj) and the position on the detector 

plane (rpi) defined by a track. For each hit the squared sum of the difference between the 

coordinates of the track and the detector hit is divided by the error of the coordinates:

(3.1)
(Jr-%z=.X ’ *

where i runs over the x,y and z coordinates for a given detector, and ar  ̂ is the error for this 

coordinate. The hit with minimum Ci is taken as a match. First the matching is done for all

charged tracks, reconstructed in an event, then the remaining hits in the Electromagnetic 

Calorimeter that were not associated with any track, are considered as candidates for neutral 

particles. Next, the trigger particle is identified, for which it is required to  have a negative 

track and a showering hit in the EC. From all the possible candidates the one is chosen that 

is best matched to an electron candidate.

The time of the interaction in the target (vertex time) is defined as:

hr = tdet -  ^  (3.2)

where toet is the time for trigger particle measured by the detector, is the path length 

of the particle (determined in the track reconstruction module), and /3 =  Ptrk!\J

{Ptrk is the particle momentum). If the trigger particle is found then SEB constructs
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a logical structure for storing particle information. An example of SEB h it matching is 

shown in Figure 3-1. After defining the trigger particle and calculating the  trigger tim e, ^  

is calculated for each of the remaining particle candidate based on the detector measured 

time and p a th  length from the target to the detector:

The chaxged particles are then identified using a cut on /3. For the neutral particles the  /3 is 

calculated from the time measured by the EC, and is used to distinguish between photons 

and neutrons. If /3 is within 5% of 1 then the particle is marked as a photon, otherwise it 

is marked as a neutron.

3.2 T O F  C alib ration

The time-of-flight counters are essential components of the CLAS detector. In combina

tion with the reconstructed particle momentum they are used to identify charged particles. 

The quality of particle identification depends primarily on the measurement of /3, which 

depends on TOF, therefore a big effort is devoted to TOF calibration. The TOF calibra

tion consists of several steps: (1) the calibration of individual TDC and ADC channels, (2) 

the left-right PMT alignment, (3) the attenuation length calibration and (4) the counter- 

to-counter calibration. In the following sections, these steps are described in some details.

3.2.1 Pedestal and TD C  calibration

The pedestals of the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) is the channel where an effective 

zero measurement would fall. It depends on the level of noise in all the components hooked
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up to the  ADC. These pedestals where measured by taking runs with random triggers. 

These d a ta  are analyzed and saved in the calibration database.

The Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) where calibrated using runs taken with a special 

DAQ configuration. Every counter in the TOF system was pulsed with a  laser and the 

response of each TDC was analyzed for various delays between “START” and “ST O P” 

signals. The actual time was parametrized in terms of the measured TDC time as:

s  4®

«
Ped l̂al-SHsbtracled ABC (cliamsels)

Figure 3-2: Typical distribution of TDC time (channels) versus pulse hight (ADC channels). The 
fitted function /„  (parametrization of f^j is given by Eq.(3.6)) used in time-walk corrections Eq.(3.5).

t  — cq -f- c iT  +  C2T (3.4)

The constants c\ and C2 are saved in the calibration database. The parameter c q  is not

relevant, since the left-right calibration is subsequently performed to  equalize the left-right 

difference for each counter.
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3.2.2 T im e  Walk Correction

The time-walk corrections were done using data obtained with a laser pulse run. The 

amount o f light delivered to each counter was varied, and the pulse height and signal 

time were measured for pulses with different amplitudes to obtain the pulse height to  time 

dependence. The time-walk correction is done in the software using the following relation:

 ̂ { A - P )  600
I'W  —  ^  J W  y  i *  Jw y

where V t  is the TDC channel corresponding to the leading-edge discriminator threshold of 

20 m V  35 channels), A  is the corresponding ADC channel, P  is the pedestal of the ADC 

channel, and fw is the time walk correction function shown on Figure 3-2. The parametriza

tion of fw contains three parameters (a, b and c). These parameters are determined for 

each PMT separately using the laser calibration runs. The rapidly changing function (see 

Figure 3-2) is parametrized by:

fw{x)  =  f o r  X <a

h
fwis:) =  —(1 + c) -  ■—rra;, fo r  x >  a (3.6)a a ^

The fit parameters a, b and c are saved in the calibration database for offline software 

corrections.

3.2.3 Left-Right PM T Alignment

The position of the hit in the TOF counter is determined by the time delay between the  left 

and right PMT. Therefore the offset between the left and right counter m ust be determined
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to provide an accurate measurement of the position. For each counter the quantity:

I — LE F T tdc ~  R IG T H tdc  (3.7)

should be centered around zero. If this is not the case, the offset of A t is added to  this

value, defined as:

At =  (3.8)
^ef f

where v^/ f  is the effective velocity of the light in the TOF counter. The effective velocity 

is calculated using hit position information provided by tracking:

 %  (3.9)

The dependence of the distribution t i  —tjt versus y for each counter is fitted with a  lin

ear function to determine the constants toff and Veff- The offsets (A t) are saved in the 

calibration database for offline time corrections.

3 .2 .4  E n e rg y  Calibration

The time-of-flight system also serves for proton-pion separation without using timing infor

mation. At relatively low particle momentum, the separation of protons from pions can be 

accomplished using information of the deposited energy in the scintillators. The dependence 

of the depo-sited energy {5EjSx) on the particle momentum is different for protons and pi

ons. The ADC pulse heights are normalized using the energy deposited in the scintillators
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P GeV)

Figure 3-3: Energy deposited in the TOF scintillators by hadrons versus hadron momentum after 
MIP calibration is done. Pion and proton bands are clearly distinguishable.

by minimum ionizing particles [33]:

,  N l  A l  =  — exp k
A r =  - y  exp (3.10)

where A j ,  and A r  are the ADC channels (pedestal subtracted), N r  { N r ) is the peak height 

of the Left (Right) PMT when the minimum ionizing particle passes through the center of 

the scintillator, L  is the scintillation counter length, y is the distance of th e  hit measured 

from the center of the counter. Then the energy is found by calculating the geometrical 

mean from the Left and Right ADC channels [34]:

Ag =  ^ /A r Ar  =  aEdCxp(^ - (3.11)

where a  — { N r N r )  ^P/k,  and E 4 is a position-invariant measure of the deposited energy. 

The energy calibration is performed using minimum ionizing pions. The tim ing information
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from scintillator counters is used to select the pions, therefore the m ethod requires rea

sonable tim ing calibration. In Figure 3-3 the deposited energy (SE/Sx) of hadrons versus 

hadron momentum is plotted after energy calibration. At low energies, protons and pions 

can be well separated. At higher momentum , starting from 0.8 GeV/c, as protons become 

minimum ionizing, the two bands start to merge. This method of pion identification is not 

used in standard data analysis, its main purpose is to provide a reasonably clean sample of 

pions for further calibration.

3.2.5 R F and Paddle-to-Paddle calibration

Once all individual scintillator paddles have been calibrated, it is im portant to obtain 

constants for offline correction of the delays of paddles to the same reference frame. The 

time of the hit in the counter is calculated as:

r r i  '^ L e f t  V  T u ig h t Vj-ight Vie.ft / n  m \

=  2-----------

where T^eft (Tmght) is the time measured by the Left (Right) PMT, y  is the hit position, 

and Vieft (Vright) IS the speed of the light propagation toward the left (right) PMT. First, 

timing of each scintillating counter is aligned to the timing of the accelerator’s RF-signal. 

The difference between the event start time and RF time is calculated as:

A t  =  T sc  -  Tflight -  T r f  (3.13)

where Tfught is the time of flight of the particle, calculated from the information provided 

by tracking (using the path length the particle has traveled and assum ption that /9 =  1 for 

electron candidates), Trp  is the time of the RF-signal.
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Figure 3-4: Illustration of the beam RF-structure: a) Ar distribution with properly calibrated 
TDCs, b) A r distribution when the ci parameter of the TDC of the RF-signal is mis-calibrated 
by less than 1%, c) R-distribution (described in Eq.(3.15)) for a single scintillator channel, fit to a 
Gaussian.

The RF-signal is provided by the accelerator. This signal is generated w ith each electron 

bunch (length of the bunches are ~  2ps, and distance between the bunches ~  2ns ) with 

frequency v =  1.4971 GHz  in the injector. The RF-signal is sent to all three experimental 

halls with a prescale factor of 40. The bunches delivered to each hail are separated by time

intervals of:

A T  =
p 1.4971 G H z

2.0039 ns (3.14)

where v is the accelerator frequency, and the factor 3 appears because the beam from the 

injector is shared among three experimental halls. In Figure 3-4 (a) the  quantity A r  is 

plotted for a single channel. The multiple peaks on the plot arise from the 40 prescale 

factor of RF-signal. If the TOF and RF-signal TDCs are well calibrated the peaks in the 

plot should be separated by exactly A T  (2.0039 ns). This plot is also sensitive to the TDC
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Figure 3-5: Two dimensional plot of R versus A/ distribution for a) uncalibrated RF-signai and b) 
calibrated RF-signal.

calibrations described in section 3.2.1. If the TDC was not calibrated well it may cause a 

pattern similar to the one shown in Figure 3-4 (b).

For each scintillator counter the time-offset is calculated as [35]:

R  — mod{Tsc — TfUght — T r f  + 100 • AT, AT) —
A T

(3.15)

where AT is defined in Eq.(3.14). This quantity defines the time delay for the particular 

scintillation counter with respect to the RF-signal. In Figure 3-4 c) the time delay (R) 

can be seen for one counter. This value must be subtracted from the measured tim e by 

the scintillation counter when calculating the mass of the particle. The resolution depends 

on timing characteristics of the scintillator, the quality of the calibration of TDCs, and 

the calibration of the RF-signal. The TDCs of the RF-signal have a slope which needs 

to be calibrated before calibrating the scintillation counters with respect to  the RF-signal. 

The procedure of RF-signal calibration is described in [36]. In Figure 3-5 (a) the time 

delay (R) is plotted versus T r f  if the RF-signal is not calibrated, and (b) shows the same
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dependence after calibration. Once the RF-signal has been calibrated th e  R  (given by 

Eq.(3.15)) for each counter is fitted to find the mean value (the shift from zero). These 

constants, called “fine tuning constants” , are saved in the database, and the  time measured 

by a particular scintillation counter will be corrected with the corresponding time delay 

constant in  software. Since electrons are mainly produced in the forward direction, to 

calibrate backward counters pions are used. In case of pions the time of flight is calculated 

using the tracking information.

3.2.6 Crude T u n in g

After all scintillator counters have been calibrated relative to the RF-signal, there still 

might be an offset between different counters, because the counters might be aligned with 

the RF-signal corresponding to different electron bunch. In this case the time difference 

between different scintillator counters should be multiple of 2.0039 ns. The procedure 

described in [35], called “crude tuning” , is used to resolve this ambiguity by using events 

with an electron and at least one pion in the final state. First the time delays for the first ten 

paddles in each sector are equalized. Then events with an electron in the first ten counters 

and a pion in the sector next to the sector opposite of the electron sector are selected. The 

reason for not using the opposite sector is possible contamination from elastic events with 

a proton mis-identified as a pion. The electron and pion vertex time difference is a multiple 

of 2.0039 ns, and is defined as:

5t,rt =  {Tic -  Tfught -  T f t  -  m  -  i n c  -  TJiight ~  ? f t  -  «") (3.16)

where Tgc {Tsc) time measured by the scintillator counter for the electron (pion),
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'^flight flight of the electron (pion), and T |.y  {Tpj,) is the fine tunning

constant for the scintillator counter with an electron (pion) hit. W  and W  are the constants, 

defined by Eq.(3.15) for electron and pion paddles. Figure 3-6 shows example plots for two 

counters. The bin with the largest number of counts in the plot determines the time offset 

to be applied to the scintillation counter. After aligning the timing for the first ten counters,
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Figure 3-6: Distribution of number of events versus 5t^tx defined in Eq.(3.16) for two different 
counters. On a) the maximum number of events is detected with^Ctjc =  2.0039 ns time shift, b)
the maximum number of events is detected withdGt* = 0.0 ns.

one needs to find the relative delays for the different sectors (which also can be only multiple 

of 2.0039 n.s). For this purpose events are selected with the electron hits in one of the first 

ten paddles in a sector other than Sector 1, while the pion is in one of the  first ten counters 

in Sector 1. This way all sectors are calibrated w ith respect to Sector 1. T he time difference 

at the vertex is calculated as:

Otvrt — (J-SC ~  -^flight ^  -*10 “  -*FT  ~  t i  } -  \J-SC ~  -‘■flight ~  -*10 -‘■FT ~  ) i d . l / j
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where T[q (i =  e, tt) are the constants obtained in the first step of “crude tinaning” (described 

above). T h e  quantity St^rt, calculated for each sector, is then subtracted from  the measured 

time. Once the first ten counters in all the sectors have been, calibrated and the relative 

time delay of different sectors have been determined, the rest of the counters are calibrated 

(scintillator paddies from jj 11 — 48). Events with an electron in the first ten  counters and 

a pion ill one of the backward counters are used for this purpose.

3.2.7 Alignm ent of TOF system  to the RF-signal

To determine the mass of hadrons using flight time information, one has to know the 

start time of the event. The natural choice would be to use the electron tim e to determine 

the start time of the event at the vertex. The time of flight of the hadron and  its resolution

is given by:

(
re . 
rpe track S

= y ' +  ( S i t e ?  + (3-18)

where length of the electron track from target to the scintillation counter, c is

the speed of light, and P is taken to be equal to 1. The electron timing resolution STsc  makes 

a significant contribution to the uncertainty of the time-of-flight determination of hadrons. 

To eliminate the contribution from electron timing errors the RF-signal is used to determine 

the event start time. After the paddle-to-paddle calibration is complete, the timing of all 

scintillation counters are adjusted with respect to the same RF bunch. Therefore, the time 

measured by scintillators for hadrons can be corrected using the RF-signal [37]:
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>Tm,u =  + (3.20)

where Tg^j is the time measyred by the scintillation counter hit by the  hadron. Before 

using Eq.(3.19), ail time-of-flight counters must be adjusted with respect to  the RF-signal. 

But because the tuning of the beam can change the path length of the electrons from the 

injector to  the target in the experimental hall, and because the signal propagation speed in 

the cables may vary with time e.g. due to temperature changes, these adjustments must be 

done for every run.

3.2.8 Calibration Results

The procedures described above were applied to allow the CLAS off-line analysis software 

to distinguish between different types of hadrons reliably. The timing resolution determined 

by the Time-of-Flight calibration is very important to reduce non-physical background, and 

allow the investigation of multi-particle final states using the missing mass technique. The 

quality of Particle Identification (FID) can be seen in Figure 3-7 (a), where particle ve

locity j5 versus the particle momentum is plotted (all scintillation counters combined in 

this graph). One can identify distinguishable bands for different particles: protons can be 

clearly separated from kaons and pious up to «  3.5 GeV. The mass of particles can be 

calculated knowing the particle’s velocity, measured by the TOF, and the  particle momen

tum, measured by tracking. In Figure 3-7 (b) the mass spectrum is shown for an empty 

target run at an electron beam energy of 4.4 GeV. Separate peaks corresponding to  the 

pions, kaons, protons and deuterons can be seen. At low momentum the  resolution of the 

TOF system is adequate even for the separation of positrons, pions and  muons from pion 

decays, as can be seen in Figure 3-8. The feasibility of separating these three particles is
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Figure 3-7: The TOF Calibration Results, a) the velocity of positively charged particles versus 
momentum is plotted. The kaon band is artificially enhanced by preselecting events from data 
sample with a loose kaon cut. b) Mass spectrum of hadrons calculated from TOF for an empty 
target run at Aq = 4 GeV is plotted. Clearly visible peaks correspond to pions, kaons, protons, 
deuterons and tritons respectively.

strongly momentum dependent. Particles with a momentum P  < 0.25 G eVjc  and a signal 

in the scintillation counters above jj20 are selected. In Figure 3-8 (a) the mass spectrum of 

these particles is shown. In 3-8 (b) the mass spectra of these particles are shown with the 

electron and the other charged particle in registered in the same sector, in order to enhance 

the positron peak. At higher momenta the resolution of CLAS deteriorates and these peaks 

merge. For this reason the CLAS off-line particle identification procedure always presumes 

all these particles to be pions.

3.3 D rift C h am ber C alib ra tion

The primary purpose of the Drift Chamber calibrations is to refine the accuracy of
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Figure 3-8: Mass squared distribution for backward flying particles with momentum P < 0.25 GeV : 
a) without any sector cut, b) electron and the other particle are required to be in the same sector.

position measurements from time-based tracking. The constants for the time-to-distance 

conversion have to be systematically calibrated and checked for stability over the run period. 

Commonly, runs are chosen from each day of the running period and approximately 100 K  

events from these runs are used in the calibration. The calibration procedure consists of 

several iterations of running the reconstruction program followed by refitting the calibration 

constants. The track reconstruction in the Drift Chambers is done in two stages. In  the 

first stage, individual tracks are fit to the hit wire positions (“hit-based tracking”). In  this 

stage, the hits inside the super-layer are combined into track segments, which are then linked 

together to form tracks across all three regions. At this stage, due to the comparatively small 

size of the drift cells and large number of wire layers, the track momenta can be reconstructed 

with 3 — 5% resolution [22]. In the second stage, the time-of-flight information, obtained 

from scintillator counters, is used to correct the drift times. Then these drift times are 

converted to drift distances using pre-determined time-to-distance constants. The corrected 

hit positions are then used to determine the final track parameters. This last stage is called
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time-based-tracking (TBT). The drift time is gi¥eii by:

^drift “  'tatart +  0̂ “  tTDC ~ ^flight ~ p̂rop ~ tmalk (3.21j

where tstart is the event start time (determined by TOF), trDC is the time measured by the 

Drift Cham ber’s TDC, tfught is the particle flight time from the reaction vertex to the wire, 

tprop is the signal propagation time in the wire, and t^alk is a small time-walk correction 

due to different ionization for slow and fast particles.

3.3.1 Drift Chamber Nomenclature

The CLAS drift chamber consists of six identical slices one for each sector. For each 

sector the chambers are divided into three regions. Each region is a  separate physical 

volume consisting of two super-layers with axial and stereo wires. A schematic view of the 

Drift Chamber system is shown in Figure 3-9. Each super-layer contains six layers of sense 

wires (except super-layer 1, which has only 4 layers sense wires), and each super-layer is 

calibrated separately, yielding 36 sets of calibration constants [38]. When a  charged particle 

goes through the drift chambers, each of the 34 layers is hit Each h it detected in the 

chamber is used to determine the particle’s track via least squares fit performed in the 

CLAS reconstruction program. The quantities used to describe the distance of the charged 

particle track from a sense wire are:

• DOC A  (Distance Of Closest Approach) is the distance from the track to the sense 

wire determined by time-based tracking. This quantity is obtained from fits to  the

În fact, in average there are 30 hits per time based track, due to inefficiencies an d  holes in th e  drift 
chambers
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Figure 3-9: Schematic View of CLAS Drift Chambers. This view represents a slice through the 
drift chambers at target position. The schematic shows how regions and super-layers are placed and 
named.

global track that includes all layers.

• D IS T  is the predicted distance from the sense wire to the track, which is calculated 

from the drift time and other parameters. The drift time is determined from the TDC 

values for the wire corrected with fixed cable delays and track dependent delays such 

as flight time.

The difference between these quantities is called the “time residual” , defined as:

Res = \DOCA\ -  \DIST\ (3.22)

The sign of the “time residual” is determined by the sign of any systematic shift. The 

residuals are the primary means of measuring the resolution of the drift chambers. The 

standard deviations of the residual distributions are estimated by means of Gaussian fits.
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Note, th a t D IS T  is defined as positive definite, while DOC A  is assigned a  sign determined 

whether th e  track passes to the right or to the left of the wire.

3.3.2 Function Param etrlza tion

The goal of the calibration of the Drift Chambers is to parametrize the  drift velocity

function for every super-layer in each sector. The drift velocity function is the relation

between the  calculated distance of closest approach (DIST) of a particle track and the

drift time, the time it takes the electrons crated by the particle to drift to  the sense wire. 

The time to  distance correlation function is determined by the drift chamber geometry, 

operating conditions and the gas mixture. The fact that the cells of the drift chambers are 

not circular but hexagonal leads to angle-dependent corrections The drift time to  drift 

distance function at a given track entrance angle is given by:

x{t) = VQt -T (3.23)
 ̂̂ max ̂   ̂' r̂tidx'

where vq is the saturated drift velocity near t = 0, and the parameters rj,K, p and q are 

determined by fitting the time-to-distance distribution. For the tracks near the outer edge 

of the cell, the first arriving ions follow the electric-field line from the field wire to the  sense 

wire, independent of entrance angle [22]. The corresponding drift time is referred to  as 

tmax- A normalized drift time i  =  t/tmax is used as an argument to the  time-to-distance 

function that satisfies the cell boundary constraint;

x{i =  1, a) =  <7 • cos(30° — a) (3.24)

^By angle the track angle relative to the edges of hexagon is understood, defined to be in the range of 
0° -  30°
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Figure 3-10; Scatter plot of DOC A versus the corrected drift time for a) R3 axial wires showing the 
track local-angle dependence, and b) R2 axial wires showing the magnetic-fieid dependence where 
the local angle ranges between 23” and 25”. The overlaid curves represent the fitted time-to-distance 
function.

where a  is the track entrance angle and C  represents the cell size. The time-to-distance

function is deduced using a correction function:

x(i ,a) = xo(i, a) + C{cos{30° — a) — cos(30° -  ao))f{i) (3.25)

where xq represents the drift distance expected for a given normalized drift time assuming 

an entrance angle uq. The entrance angle is taken to be the average entrance angle for 

the full fitted data set. The function /(I) is used to correct the extracted drift distance 

for the true entrance angle of the track. Since Region 2 of the drift chambers is located 

between the torus cryostats, the inhomogeneous magnetic field affects the  drift velocity.
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These effects are modeled by a modification of the effective entrance angle o f  the track and 

by increasing tmax- These issues are studied and described in [22]. An example of the fitted 

time-to-distance distribution are shown in Figure 3-10 for the Region 3 chambers and  for 

the Region 2 chambers.

3.4 E lec tro m ag n e tic  C a lo rim ete r T im e C a lib ra tio n

The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EC) is an important part of the CLAS detector. It 

serves three main functions [27]:

• Detection and triggering of electrons with momentum above 0.5 GeV. The total 

energy deposited in the EC allows minimum ionizing particle rejection at the trigger 

level.

• Detection of photons at energies above 0.2 GeV, allowing 7t° and 77 reconstruction 

from the detection of their 2y decays,

• Detection of neutrons, with discrimination between photons and neutrons using time- 

of-flight measurements.

The EC time calibration is performed using the electron time measured by the Time-of- 

Flight counters. Since there is no magnetic field between the scintillator counters and 

the electromagnetic calorimeter, the track of the particle is straight. A fter calibrating the 

Time-of-Flight system, one can predict the time measured by the EC as:

T e c  = T s c  +  (3.26)

where Tsc  is the time measured by TOF, dtrk is the distance between T O F  and EC strips,
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Figure 3-11: The time resolution of the CLAS Electromagnetic Calorimeter. A t defined in Eq.(3.28) 
is plotted for one sector after EC calibrations.

and a  is the particle impact angle on the EC plane. The time measured by EC (T e c ) is 

assigned to the strip with the largest ADC signal in each of three views. Then the time 

dependence is fitted with the function:

Tec  = Pq + Pi ■ Atd c  +
P2 + Ps ■ + Pi

'^eff
(3.27)

where L  is the distance from the hit point to the EC readout edge, Vef /  is the speed of light 

in the scintillator material, and A ado  and A td c  are the ADC and TDC values, respectively. 

The first two terms are the linear responses of the TDCs, the third term  is the time-walk 

correction, the fourth and fifth terms are small corrections for the fact th a t the signals arrive 

to the readout edge at slightly different times for scintillator bars connected to the same 

PMT, and the last term compensates the time for the scintillator light to  travel from the 

hit position to the readout edge. The fit parameters are saved in the calibration database. 

The time difference between the Time-of-FIight and the EC can be seen in Figure 3-11. The
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quantity A t {for electrons) is plotted for one sector, defined as:

At =  Tec -  T sc  -  %rk (3.28)

where Te c  the time measured with the Electromagnetic Calorimeter, Tgc  is the time

measured with the TOF counters, and Ttrk is the time that it takes a  particle with P — 1 to

travel the distance between the TOF counters and the plane of the EC. As can be seen from 

the picture the overall ct is ~  330 ps, which is partially due to the TOF resolution. Taking 

the TOF resolution equal to 150 ps, one can calculate the EC resolution for electron to  be

VS30^ — 150^ =  294 ps. For neutral particles the resolution is not as good as for electrons.

3.5 C erenkov D etec to r C a lib ra tio n

The Cerenkov detector calibrations are important for determining the detector efficiency 

and for correct time measurements. In order to achieve precise knowledge of the amplitude 

and the time from the Cerenkov detector (CC), one needs to calibrate some parameters 

from run to run. Some parameters can be calibrated in the off-line analysis using beam 

interactions, and some parameters can be determined either with cosmic rays or intrinsic 

photo-multiplier noise [39]. The part of the calibration which are done without the beam 

interactions help determining the T1 (TDC channel to time constant), pedestals and Single- 

Photoelectron position. The T1 constant is calibrated using a pulsar signal, sent to  each 

TDC channel with different time delays. The response of each TDC is fitted with linear 

function with T1 as a slope parameter (similar to T1 constant calibration of the TOF), and 

the obtained T1 parameter is saved in the calibration database for each TDC channel. For 

accurate ADC measurements the pedestals need to be calibrated. Usual value of pedestals
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vary from 300 to 800 channels, and sigma is about 2 — 3 channels. The pedestal calibration 

of the CC is a part of pedestal calibrations for all detector group.

3.5.1 Cosm ic Ray calibrations

The Single Photo-Electron (SPE) amplitude calibration is a unique procedure, used for 

the CC only. The SPE amplitude position calibration is done using self-triggering of the 

Cerenkov detector to measure the noise function and to define the position of ONE Photo- 

Electron. To measure SPE one needs to accumulate distribution of ADC for every PM T. 

Then this distribution is fitted with Gaussian function to determine the SPE position. An 

example is shown in Figure 3-12. In case of large noise the background is parametrized with 

f{x ) ~  a ■ An example of PMTs with large noise is shown on Figure 3-13, fitted with 

Gaussian function plus exponential background.

682.4
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100

5 00100 200 300 700 800

Sector 1 S egm en t 25

Figure 3-12: Calibration of Single photo-electron amplitude.
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Figure 3-13: Example of PMT with large noise function fitted with Gaussian function and a back
ground of form f{x) = a •

3.5.2 Electron Beam Calibration

In order to obtain improved timing information from the Cerenkov detector one needs 

to obtain the time offset for each PMT. The constant, called TO, is obtained using tim ing 

information from the TOF scintillator counters. This offset can be calculated using time 

information from the GC and the TOF, and knowing the track length from the target to 

the CC plane and the SC plane. The difference between the CC and T O F  reported times 

is fitted for each PMT and stored in the calibration database for off-line time correction. 

Figure 3-14 shows the mean values of this time difference distributions plotted versus the 

PMT number.
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Figure 3-14; Mean value of TO as function of PMT number. The time is corrected for track length.
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CH A PTER 4

D a t a  A n a l y sis

4.1 T h e  E ID  R un  P erio d

The data used for this DVCS analysis were taken during the e ld  ran  period (the sum

mary of e ld  run period is presented in Table 4.1) which run from February 4 to March 2, 

2000. A polarized electron beam of 4.8 GeV, with average polarization of 67% ± 1.5%, was 

scattered off a 5 cm liquid hydrogen target. The signals from the CC and the  EC served as 

a trigger for recording events. All recorded events were reconstructed using RECSIS (CLAS 

event reconstruction program). During the eld  run  about 660 runs were taken each of them 

consisting of separate files averaging 450k — 500fe events in each file. There were a to ta l of 

about 2700 files selected with stable running conditions for our analysis. The total number 

of triggers in the selected files were 1.261 M  events. After several passes of calibration these 

data were processed with RECSIS.

4.1.1 Data Reconstruction

The raw data from the detector were processed several time with the RECSIS program.

72
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Run Group eld
Beam Energy 4.805 GeV
Target H2
Target Position (0,0,0)
Target Length 5 cm
Average Beam Current 5 nA
Torus Current 3375
Mini-Torus Current 6000
Run Files 22848 -  23500
Luminosity 1.28
Beam Polarization 67% ±  1.5%

Table 4.1; The eld run summary.

At the first stage of data reconstruction (called “passO”), the first file from each run  (ap

prox. 500 K  events) from each day are processed. Then the calibration of each individual 

component of the CLAS detector is performed (see Chapter 3). After calibrating and saving 

all the constants in the calibration database all files of all runs are processed (this process is 

referred to as “passl”). If necessary, final adjustments are made to the calibration constants 

and the data are processed once more with these better calibrations. The data cooking is
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Figure 4-1; Calibration stability a) RF timing calibration for eld run period. The fitted mean value 
and sigma are plotted, b) DC resolution for 6 super-layers.

done using the computer FARM provided by the Computer Center at JLAB. The FARM
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consists o f 175 dual processor Linux systems (20x450 M H z, 25x500 M H z, 50x750 M H z, 

60x1 G H z, 20x1.8 GHz) providing a total CPU power of approximately 15000 SPECint95. 

This system allows for simulations data processing. These resources are shared between 

the three experimental halls, however CLAS is the more demanding user of this system. 

Usually one single file takes about 24 to 36 hours to process (depending on the  run, and  the
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Figure 4-2: Reconstructed particles per run file, a) electrons per trigger, b) reconstructed protons 
(red dots, ~ 0.4 per trigger) and photons (blue dots,~ 0.85 per trigger)

machine that is runs on). In order to process large quantities of data in a reasonable time 

frame, one needs to run 70 to 150 jobs (processes) on the FARM machines simultaneously, 

which makes it difficult to keep track of all the finished jobs and the quality of the results. 

For this purpose a module, called CSQL [40], was developed within the CLAS reconstruc

tion framework to communicate with the CLAS offline database during the cooking process 

and to save important cooking parameters Into this database. During the  “cooking” pro

cess the reconstruction program would store important quantities, such as the num ber of 

reconstructed electrons and hadrons, in a temporary table in the CLAS Offline database, 

which is updated for every 2000 events, and when finished, an entry is made for each run 

in a separate table which contained these numbers for all runs. A web interface was also
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developed [40], in order to interactively view the jobs running on the FARM and to plot 

reconstruction parameters in graphs on web pages. The procedure of d a ta  processing was 

automated by a cooking-control program, which would check for completed jobs (in the 

above mentioned database) and submit new ones, or resubmit jobs which exhibit problems 

during the cooking process. During the cooking procedure the im portant calibration con-
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Figure 4-3: Beam charge asymmetry calculated according to Eq.(4.1) versus run number (a), and
the beam charge asymmetry distribution for entire run period (b).

stants for each processed file were recorded in the CLAS Offline database to be able to 

check the stability of the calibration for the entire run period. In Figure 4-1 (a) the RF

timing sigmas and means are plotted versus run number. Figure 4-1 (b) shows the Drift 

Chamber resolution for all super-layers for the entire run period. As can be seen from the 

plots, the calibration is quite stable over the entire e ld  run period. About 18% of the events 

triggered by CLAS contained a properly identifyable electron and were reconstructed as a 

good events, the remaining 72% of the data was caused by energetic 7t~ causing the trigger 

while the electron remained undetected. The average number of reconstructed electrons 

per processed trigger against the file number can be seen in Figure 4-2 (a). The num ber of 

protons and y ’s reconstructed per file is also stored in the database. In Figure 4-2 (b) the
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number o f reconstructed protons and photons is plotted versus the run number. Each event 

recorded in  CLAS has information about the electron polarization. One would expect the 

same num ber of electrons reconstructed (detected) for both negative and positive helicities. 

The beam charge asymmetry was calculated as:

N+ -
=  (« )

where i ^ e )  i® the number of electrons registered with positive (negative) helicity. Fig

ure 4-3 shows the difference of positive and negative helicity electrons detected normalized 

to the total number of electrons in the file. As expected the difference is centered around 

“0” with deviation of a of 0.7%.
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4.2 P article Identification

4.2.1 E le c tro n  ID

During the cooking process RECSIS selects possible electron candidates based on the 

measured sign of the charge of the particle, deposited energy in the EC and a hit in the 

GC. RECSIS will mark these electron candidates with particle id 11 or 0 depending on 

whether they pass a certain set of cuts or not. After the cooking process one needs to  do 

a more careful particle id for electrons and other particles used in the analysis. For the 

electron id the energy deposited in the EC and the number of photoelectrons in the CC are 

used. First, the electron candidates with a hit close to the edge of the  Electromagnetic
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Figure 4-4: The electron hit coordinates axe plotted for U,V and W planes from left to right. The 
cuts were used to eliminate evens too close to the edge of Calorimeter (U > 15, V < 370 and 
IF < 405).

Calorimeter are rejected by applying a cut on the hit position. The eiectron-pion rejection

relies on identifying the shape of the shower produced by a particle in the calorimeter 

material. When the electron candidate hits close to the edge of the Calorimeter, part 

of the shower is lost and the corresponding energy is not detected. In  order to ensure
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Figure 4-5: (a) EC fiducial cuts. The effect of the applied cuts is shown. The dark area corresponds 
to all electrons reconstructed by RECSIS, and the lighter area electrons that passed the cut.(b) The 
number of Photo-Electrons in the CC detector versus energy deposited in the EC. A cut was applied 
to the number of Photo-Electrons [riphe > 25) to eliminate pions.

clean electron-pion separation it is important to cut out these events. Since the EC has 

three layers of scintillators oriented 120® against each other, the hit position is defined 

by 3 numbers which represent the distance of the hit from each edge of the Calorimeter 

(the distance is measured from the hit to the edge where the PM T readout is). In  this 

coordinate system the distances are denoted as U, V  and W . A typical distribution of 

these distances for electron candidates is shown in Figure 4-4. The cut used to reject events 

close to the edge are U > 15, V < 370, W  < 406. Figure 4-5 (a) shows the  effect of applied 

cuts. The dark area is the distribution of hits on the calorimeter plane which we cut out. 

The distances measured in the Calorimeter frame can be transformed in to  a  2-dimensional 

Cartesian coordinate system (usually denoted I  and J) which represent the hit position on 

the surface of the Calorimeter. In Figure 4-5 (a) the distribution of the h its is shown on the 

surface of the Calorimeter before (the dark area) and after (light area) applying the cuts.
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Figure 4-6: The EC deposited energy normalized to momentum versus momentum of the paxticle, 
(a) for all electron candidates, (b) after CC+EC cuts, (c) the ECtotjP distribution showing effects 
of the cuts.

The next cut used to identify electrons is a cut on the number of photoelectrons produced 

by the electron candidate in the Cerenkov detector. In Figure 4-5 (b) the distribution of the 

number of photoelectrons produced in the CC is plotted against the to tal deposited energy 

in the Calorimeter for electron candidates. Pions occupy the lower part of the graph. The 

cut Nph > 2.5 was used to reject pions (where Nph is the number of photoelectrons in 

CC). As mentioned above the electron-pion separation relies on identifying the shape of the 

shower produced by a particle in the EC. For this reason the readout system of the EC was 

divided into inner (5 layers) and outer (8 layer) parts. The signal is collected separately 

for inner (closer to the target) and outer part, then in the reconstruction code a “whole” 

layer is constructed as a sum of the signals from the inner and the outer parts. Since the 

pions at these energies behave as minimum ionizing particles, the energy deposited in the 

Calorimeter should be the same, independent of their momentum. In Figure 4-6 (a) the 

distribution of the ECtotiP  is plotted against the particle momentum, where ECtot is the 

total energy deposited in the EC and P  is the momentum of the electron candidate. The 

lower band corresponds to pions. In Figure 4-6 (c) the effect of the applied cuts can be
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Figure 4-7: Electromagnetic shower distribution in the EC for electron candidates, (a) the deposited 
energy in the inner versus outer part of EC before cuts and (b) after applied cuts on CC-hEC.

seen. The dashed line is the distribution of the ECtot!P  for all electron candidates, the 

high left shoulder represents pions mlsidentified as electrons. The dotted line is the same 

distribution after applying the cut on the number of photoelectrons in the  CC. Evidently 

the left shoulder reduces significantly, with a small reduction under the peak. The solid line 

shows the distribution after applying the cut on the edges of Calorimeter in addition to  the 

CC cuts. The effect of the cuts can be observed in Figure 4-6 (a) and (b), where the tail in the 

bottom corner disappears when the cuts are applied. Similarly, the electromagnetic shower 

produced by the electron is expected,on average, to leave more energy in the inner p art of 

the calorimeter, while for minimum ionizing particles (such as pions w ith high energy) the 

energy deposited in the inner and outer parts should depend only on the length of the path  

through the scintillating material. In Figure 4-7 (a) the distribution of deposited energy 

normalized to the particle momentum in the inner part of the EC is plotted versus the 

energy deposited in the outer part. Pions can be visually distinguished in the left bottom
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corner of the  plot. In Figure 4-7 (b), the same distribution is plotted, the  cuts axe applied. 

The events in the left-bottom corner is strongly diminished. As mentioned before both
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Figure 4-8: and W  distributions before and after cuts, a) for electron candidates with id = ll,
b) (5̂  for electron candidates with id=0, c) W spectra for electron candidates with id=ll.

types of electron candidates (id =  11 and id = 0) were considered in electron identification. 

The result of the cuts are shown in Figure 4-8 for the distribution of and W, before and 

after the cuts. Figure 4-8 (a) shows the distribution for electron candidates with particle 

id= ll,and  (b) for candidates with id=0. Particles that passed the cuts were initially marked 

as good electrons by reconstruction program, while very few candidates were selected from 

the id = 0 sample.
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4.2,2 P r o t o n  ID

In CLAS charged hadrons are identified by charge (in-bending or out-bending track 

in DC}, monientum and the time-of-flight calculated from SC measured time [35]. The 

CLAS T O F  system allows for separation of protons and kaons up to 1.6 G eV , and protons 

and pions up to 2.5 GeV. The preliminary identification of particles is done using the 

distribution of particle momentum versus p, ^  =  L/ troF,  where L  is the path  length and 

I t o f  is the time-of-flight from interaction vertex to the SC counter. A typical picture of 

fi versus momentum for positively charged hadrons can be seen in Figure 4-9 (a). The red 

band represents protons identified by RECSIS, and the curves correspond to tt"*", JT+, p

and d (deuteron) respectively calculated as ji — P /E , where E  =  -t/P^ -f mP, with m  being 

the exact mass of the particle type. In Figure 4-9 (b) the calculated mass of the identified 

protons is plotted (dark area) on top of the masses of all positive hadrons (light area). For

00.

0.5

0 1 2 3

P (GeV)

10^

protons by RECSIS.210
, all positive particles

10

1

2  3

Mass (GeV)

Figure 4-9; Proton identification with measured /3 of positive particles (a) p versus momentum of 
positively charged particle, the red band is RECSIS identified protons, (b) the mass distribution of
positively charged particles (light area) and RECSIS identified protons (dark area).

these analysis additional selections were made using the vertex time of the  track for better
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Figure 4-10: The At distribution calculated as shown in Eq. (4.2) (a) At versus momentum of positive 
particle, the red lines show the cut used for proton selection, (b) the At distribution, the shaded 
area represents proton cut.

proton identification. The time (At) was calculated for all positive particles as:

A t — SCtime ~ S T  ARTtime
DC,path (4.2)

where SCtime is the time measured by the scintillation counter, S T A R T tim e  is the time 

derived from the identified electron, DCpatn is the length of the particle track measured by 

the Drift Chambers. /3 was calculated as:

(4.3)

where Mp is the proton mass {Mp =  0.93827). In Figure 4-10 (a) the A t distribution versus 

particle momentum is plotted. If the particle is a proton, At =  0, the band on the low 

side of the graph consists of 7t+ particles. The red dashed lines indicate the cut used to 

separate protons (—1 ns < A t < 1 ns). In Figure 4-10 (b) the A t  distribution is plotted
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for all positive particles and tlie shaded area shows the particles selected as protons. Prom

2 3
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Figure 4-11: a) d E / d x  for all positive particles, b) d E / d x  for positive particles after cutting on At.

Figure 4-11 the effect of the timing cut can be seen. Figure 4-11 (a) shows A E  (the deposited 

energy measured by the scintillator counter) for all positive particles, and in plot (b) A E  for 

particles tha t passed the A t  cut is plotted. Pion events which occupied the  bottom of the 

plot 4-11 (a) have disappeared in plot 4-11 (b). In Figure 4-12, the selection of protons can 

be seen. The calculated mass of the particles identified by RECSIS as protons, and those 

selected as protons with the A t cut, is plotted on top of the mass of all positive particles. 

The A t cut provides a quite good proton selection and a reduction of the shoulders in  the 

distribution without cutting event from the peak.
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Figure 4-12: Proton selection, SEB identified protons compared with protons identified using At 
cut. The “gray” area is the mass of all positively charged particles, the darker area is the protons 
identified by RECSIS using cut on momentum versus /3 distribution, and the lighter area are protons 
selected using cut on A t .
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4.2,3 P h o to n  ID

In CLAS neutral paxticles are detected and identified in the electromagnetic calorimeter. 

The neu tral particle candidate has to have an EG hit and no matching DC or SC hits. 

Then time-of-fiight from the target is calculated. Then using timing information from the 

Electromagnetic Calorimeter and the start time derived from the identified electron, p  is 

calculated for the neutral particle. Neutrons and photons are identified by using p  of the 

neutral h it. For these analysis for photon selection a cut on P of the particle {(5 >  0.8) 

was used. Events with an electron, a proton and two neutral particles were selected to

I

42
S

0.1 0.2 
Ml (GeV/c )

id"

10^

i d

10

0.5 1 1.5

p

Figure 4-13: The ep missing mass square distribution for ep ep^/j is plotted versus 2j invariant
mass. On the right the negative particles beta is plotted {dashed line) and neutral particles that 
pass invariant mass cut {solid line)

verify this cut. In Figure 4-13 (a) the invariant mass of two neutral particles is shown 

versus missing mass square of e'p. In the reaction ep e'p77 the invariant mass of two 

7 ’s should be around the 7r° mass. In Figure 4-13 (b) the distribution of P is plotted for 

all neutral particles in the selected events {dashed line) and /3 of particles that passed the 

invariant mass cut around the 7r° mass {solid line). The energy of the  neutral particles
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Figure 4-14: The neutral particle EC deposited energy (a) before invariant mass cuts and (b) after 
cuts.

is reconstructed using the Electromagnetic Calorimeter. Figure 4-14 shows the deposited 

energy in the EC versus j3 for neutral particles (a) before cuts on the invariant mass, and 

(b) after cuts. From this plot it can be seen tha t neutral particles w ith low p {p below 

0.8), which correspond to neutrons, deposit a small amount of energy in  the  EC, and the 

cut on the invariant mass eliminates those particles. If the particle hit is close to the edge 

of the EC, part of the shower generated by the particle in the Calorimeter is lost, which 

can result in an inaccurate energy reconstruction. To reject these events the same type of 

fiducial cuts as for electrons were used.
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4.3 P article M omentum Corrections

Due to  uncertainties in the torus field distribution and in the DC alignment one needs 

to do momentum corrections for the final detected particles. These corrections were done 

for the electron and the proton momentum. Two methods of momentum corrections were 

considered.

4.3.1 Electron momentum corrections

For electron momentum corrections radiative elastic events are used (at W  >  2.0). 

These are events where the electron radiates a photon and then scatters elastically off the 

proton, so that the missing momentum of the e'p system should be along the direction 

of the electron beam. These events can be selected using cuts on the transverse missing 

momentum and the electron-proton scattering plane.

In Figure 4-15 (a) the transverse component of the missing momentum is shown (the 

center of the graph corresponds to the beam direction). The following missing momentum 

cut was applied;

y ( ) ? F + ( ^ p < o - o i  ( « )• m

where Pm is the total missing momentum and the and Fm are the x  and  y  components, 

respectively (see Figure 4-15 (a)). In Figure 4-15 (b) the electron proton scattering plane 

difference is shown, (|^e — ^p|), for events before the cut on missing momentum {dashed 

line) and after {solid line). The sharp peak around 180° corresponds to elastic scattering of 

the electrons off the proton. One can see from the figure that after the cut, the background 

disappears, leaving a sharp peak around 180°. Also a cut on the electron-proton scattering 

plane is used requiring, 178° < \4>e — <f>p\ < 182°. The reaction ep ep was studied in the
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Figure 4-15: Radiative elastic events selection, a) epX  missing momentum transverse component, 
b) ep scattering plane {\tj>g — <̂ p|) angle before {dashed line) and after solid line the cuts.

range W  > 2.0 GeV to derive the electron momentum corrections. In elastic scattering the 

full kinematics are defined by two variables. The incoming electron energy can be calculated 

assuming that the polar angles of the electron {Be) and the proton (dp) are reconstructed 

correctly. The incoming and scattered electron momenta are calculated according to:

* 1 — cosBp

P f =

, „ „ sinOg{coseg + cos6p— - l )

P t

1 + ~  cosOg)

where Pf is the electron momentum after radiating a photon, is the scattered electron 

momentum and M  is the proton mass. For momentum correction the ratio o f P |,  calculated 

from the scattering angles of the electron and the proton measured by the DC, to  the 

momentum of the electron, measured by the DC, is used. Events are grouped in  five 

momentum bins:Fi =  0.5 -  0.7GeV,P2 =  0.7 -  0.9GeF, P3 = 0.9 -  1.2GeF , F4 =  1.2 -

(4.5)

(4.6)
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IJG eF  a n d  R5 =  1.6 -  3-OGeF. Then this ratio of momenta of the scattered electron is 

analyzed as a function of azimuthal angle. The slices of this ratio at each azimuthal angle 

are fitted w ith Gaussian function (distributions in each sector are analyzed separately). The 

mean values of the Gaussian fits are parametrized as a function of and fitted with 4th 

degree polynomial. The results of the fits are stored for each sector and momentum bin 

separately to  be used for electron momentum corrections in the final analysis.

4.3.2 P roton  momentum corrections

Protons scattered in CLAS detector pass through material before being detected, and 

are losing part of their energy. Energy loss corrections for low momentum protons were 

derived using GEANT simulation for CLAS (GSIM) with eld run conditions. The energy 

loss was parametrized using a, A th degree polynomial given by:

pcorr ^      (4 7)
P (0.630795 +  1.60892 • Pp -  2.40478 ■ F j +  1.20581 - P | )  t ;

where Pp is the reconstructed proton momentum and is the proton momentum cor

rected for energy losses. After the energy loss corrections, additional corrections were 

done do eliminate detector specific shifts. Similar to the electron momentum corrections, 

the proton momentum corrections show an azimuthal dependence. The reconstructed pro

ton momentum can be compared with the momentum calculated from elastic scattering, 

using the incoming electron energy and assuming that the polar angle of the proton was 

reconstructed correctly. The reaction ep -> CTr+n was studied for the proton momentum 

corrections. Since positive particles in the same momentum range travel through the same 

regions in the drift chamber, corrections derived for will be applicable for protons as
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Figure 4-16: ep CTr+n reaction selection, (a) the missing mass of detected e'?r+, (b) 7T+ kinematical 
coverage.

well. To select the reaction, events with an electron and a tt"*" in final s ta te  were selected. 

A cut was applied to the missing mass around the neutron mass to select en^n  events 

(Figure 4-16). The electron momentum was corrected using the correction functions derived 

from radiative elastic events and, assuming that the polar angle of the was correctly 

reconstructed, the momentum was calculated (see appendix). The corrections were done 

for seven 0tt+ bins for each sector separately. The ratio of the calculated and reconstructed 

momenta for each 0^+ bin were sliced in 4 and fitted with Gaussian function. The resulting 

distribution of the fitted mean values where analyzed with a fourth order polynoinial in 

4>p. The corrections where done in six momentum bins. Figure 4-17 shows final fits for 

pmeas Ipcalc distribution for one sector.

4.3.3 Second method of corrections

As an alternative method of correcting the particle momentum the method from CLAS- 

Note 005/2003 [41] was adopted. The reconstructed particle momenta have a clear de-
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Figure 4-17: Fit to the calculated over reconstructed momentum for different 0̂ + bins (one 
sector).

pendence on <pe and 9g. Systematic deviations of the reconstructed momentum can arise

from:

• Misalignment of the drift chambers relative to their nominal positions.

•  Effects like wire sag, thermal and stress distortions of the drift chambers.

• Insufficient or incorrect information in the reconstruction code on the  exact location 

of the wire feed-through holes in the drift chambers.

• Incomplete knowledge of the magnetic field distribution generated by the torus.

All this could affect the angle and momentum reconstruction of particles. In this second 

method the assumption is made that both polar angle and momenta are distorted by system

atic displacements of the drift chambers and by magnetic field deviations from the field map 

used in the reconstruction code. The drift chamber displacement was parametrized by 10 fit
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Figure 4-18: Pion event selection, (a) invariant mass of 27 in reaction ep -» e'prf'y versus e'p missing 
mass, (b) e'p missing mass square distribution after cut on invariant mass (0.08 <  < 0.17)

parameters in each sector. The effect of displacement of the chamber on the  reconstructed 

track can be written as a change A0 in the polar angle and Ap in the momentum:

A0 =  +  +
cos<p

-i- {E + F(j))sin0

^  = iiG + Hcj> + +  {L + M<P)sin9)-^----
P COS(p qB'rorus

(4.8)

(4.9)

where, q is the particle charge in units of e, p  is the RECSIS reconstructed momentum in 

GeV, 9 the reconstructed polar angle and (j) is the azimuthal angle relative to the sector 

{4> — 4>e — 9 sector) where 0 =  0 corresponds to the center of the sector. The parametrization 

of the Btotus was used from the CLAS Note [41], defined as:

O f. ^ ^ lT o rn sS in ‘̂ '^9 f  n ^  a ^  /oBxorna =  0 - < 6 JOTU < 9 < w /8

B totus — 0.76

33759/irad)

Itovus
33750rad forQ > =  7t/8 (4.10)
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Figure 4-19: Event selection for MINUIT momentum corrections, a) the cut for radiative elastic 
events, b) cut for the pion events

In the original CLAS note the quadratic parameters in equation 4.8 and 4.9 in  the cos 6 term 

were absent. Since there was a quadratic dependence of the missing mass on the azimuthal 

angle these two parameters were implemented to correct for it.

4.3.4 S e le c tio n  of Final States

In the second method, for correction two final states were used; Bethe-Heitler {ep 

epj) and single pion production {ep -> epn^{'jj)). The events were selected in the same 

kinematical region as was used in the DVCS analysis sA W  > 2.0 GeV. A missing m ass of 

—0.03 < < 0.03 was used for radiative elastic events, and —0.02 < AfJ < 0.06 for pion

events. The distribution of radiative elastic and pion events {W > 2.0 G eV ) with the  cuts 

applied are shown in Figure 4-19.

4.3.5 Fit procedure

A fitting code was developed, in C-f-f using the ROOT [42] libraries, for fitting the 

momentum corrections. The CERN package “MINUIT” [43] (fitting library) was used to
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Figure 4-20; Radiative elastic events, ep missing mass 4>e dependence for all sectors. Red squares 
are uncorrected, blue diamonds are corrected using method I ans green triangles are corrected using
method II.

optimize 96 parameters (16 per sector) for momentum and angle corrections. For each event 

the momentum and the polar angle of paxticle in the final state were corrected according 

to Eq.(??) and Eq.(??), then the shift of the missing mass from was calculated as:

ep -4 ep7 , A x^ =
M ljep)

(0.016GeF)2

Ax'
2 M liep) -

(0 .0 2 0 G eF )2

(4.11)

(4.12)

where is the missing mass squared of the e'p system and M.^o is th e  mass of th e  tt® 

(M,rO =  0.134 GeV). The numerical numbers in denominator are the cr’s of the photon and 

the pion respectively. The x^ tha t is minimized in the fitting procedure is the  sum of all the  

terms for all events. To avoid run away parameters the sum of the parameters divided
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Figure 4-21: The mean and sigma of the radiative elastic peak as a function of electron sector 
in CLAS. The mean (a) and sigma (b) for each sector are plotted before corrections, and after 
corrections with two different methods described in this chapter.

by their sigma was added to

^Xparams ^  ^
par

<7  ̂(par)

The parameters derived from “MINUIT” by minimizing were used for particle mo

mentum and polar angle corrections in the final analysis.

4.3.6 Check of Corrections

After the corrections were made the missing mass distribution of the ep -> epX  events 

did not have any visible dependence. The two methods for momentum correction perform 

about the same. The missing mass mean distribution versus (f>e for each sector can be seen 

on Figure 4-20. Where the “square” symbols are the mean values of radiative elastic events 

before any correction were done (except the proton energy loss corrections). The “diamond” 

shaped symbols represent mean values after the first method of corrections, where electron
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and proton momentum were corrected independently and the “triangle” symbols are the 

mean values after the second method of corrections. In Figures 4-22 and  4-21 means and 

sigmas of th e  missing mass are plotted for each sector for identified ep events, before

and after corrections. The constants for the electron and the proton momentum corrections
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Figure 4-22: The mean and sigma of the 7r° peak as a function of electron sector in CLAS. tt° events 
are selected from ep eipyy events with cut on 2y invariant mass around pion mass. The mean (a) 
and sigma (b) for each sector are plotted before corrections, and after corrections with two different
methods described in this chapter.

derived using both methods can be found in the appendix. The correction were applied to 

the electron and the proton momentum to eliminate any sector dependence of mean and 

sigma values for photon and pion peaks. In the final analysis the corrections derived from 

the second method were used.
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D V C S  A n a l y s is

5.1 K inem atics

The data from the eld run period were sufficient to allow measurements o f the beam spin 

asymmetry in several kinematical bins. Previous experiments from CLAS and HERMES 

measured the asymmetry for one integrated bin in only. In this section the kinematics 

of the presented data (eld) is discussed. The kinematical coverage of th e  eld data set is 

shown in Figure 5-1. In Figure 5-1 (a) the versus xb  distribution is plotted. The lines in 

the plot indicate the bins used for the extraction of the beam spin asymmetries in this 

study. In Figure 5-1 (b) the distribution of is plotted versus t. The  regions selected by 

rectangles correspond to data selected in the three (red) and the three t  (blue) bins. For 

each of these and t bins the missing mass square distribution in the reaction ep —> epX  

were subdivided into 11 (j)qp bins. Where <f>gp is the azimuthal angle between electron and 

proton scattering plane. Fit to the line shape of the missing mass squared distribution for 

each Q^, t and <j)gp bin have been done for positive and negative heiicities of the electron 

beam, and for the helicity sum.

98
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Figure 5-1: The kinematical coverage of the eld data set. (a) the Q"̂  versus xb  distribution is show 
with bin divisions, (b) versus t distribution is shown, the boxes indicate the kinematical bins 
used for these analysis.

5.2 M issing  M ass Technique

The main challenge in the DVCS analysis from the existing CLAS electro-production 

data is the separation of a single photon and more than one photon, mostly events 

in the reaction ep -> epX. In the kinematics of the DVCS analysis CLAS resolution on 

missing mass is not sufficient to separate cleanly these two final states(see Figure 5-2). For 

the separation of the epy and epj'j{n^) final states a fit to the line shape of the missing 

mass squared (M M ^) distribution is used. In the kinematical range of interest three types 

of processes contribute to the missing system “X”: 1) production of a real photon; 2) tt® 

production, and 3) the radiative processes like epjji-y or epjRTC ,̂ where yjj is the photon 

radiated by the incoming or outgoing electron. It was assumed th a t the missing mass 

squared distributions corresponding to  the single photon and the tt® have a  Gaussian shape, 

and the radiative background has a smooth polynomial shape. A sum o f two Gaussian and
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a polynomial function was used in the fit:

100

F  — Nry • +  N̂ O ■ Ĝ O +  P3 • P 0 I3 (5.1)

where N j  and N^o are the number of single photon and pion final states under the missing 

mass peak respectively, and are the parameters for the final fit. F3 is the relative magnitude 

of the background. The shape of the background is determined by fitting the  tails of missing 

mass squared distribution, and P3 is a parameter for the final fit. The m ean and sigma of 

Gy and G^o are determined from identified ep -P- e'p and ep -> e'pjr^ events respectively, for 

particular kinematics. The radiative elastic events from ep -> epX  sample are chosen (see

60000
ep epX 

1.1 <W< 1.8
40000

20000

-0.1 0 0.1 0.2

e p —> epX  

W > 2 .0

40000

20000

0
-0.1 0 0.1 0.2

Ml (GeV^) Mf (GeV^)

Figure 5-2: ep missing mass for ep epX for low W  region (a) and for high W  region (b).

Figure 4-15) to determine the photon peak parameters (e.g. mean (My and  sigma ay)). To 

determine parameters of the pion peak, ep events were selected from  the ep —>• epqq

sample. For events with both photons detected in the final state the invariant mass of 

two photons was calculated and cuts around tt° mass were applied to th e  invariant mass 

(see Figure 4-18). The resulting ep missing mass, after the cuts on the 2 photon invariant
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mass, was fitted to determine the pion peak parameters (e.g. Mpjo and a^o). The missing

hm<(f<i.3s

I t  =229294 ±4$  

’£=12222

20000

1 5 0 0 0
m  =  0.0022 ± O.QQi 
o  ^  0.0218 ± 0.000

10000

5 0 0 0

-0.1 0 0.1 0.2

100

m  =  0.0225  ±  0.001
o =: H0182 ±b.hdt5 0

-0.1 0 0 .1 0 .2
Ml (GeV^) M l (GeV^)

Figure 5-3: Extraction of Gy (on the left) and G^o (on the right) Gaussian function parameters are 
done by fitting corresponding final states with Gaussian plus polynomial function.

mass squared distributions of radiative elastic and pion production events were fitted with 

a Gaussian function plus a polynomial function for background:

(5.2)

where fit parameter A  is amplitude of the Gaussian function, M  is the mean value, and a 

is the standard deviation of the Gaussian, Pol^ is a third degree polynomial to describe the 

background. The parameters for photon and pion Gaussian functions were determined for 

each and t bin separately, and then were used in the fit, with Eq.(5.1), to the missing 

mass squared distribution of ep in that particular kinematical bin.

Examples of these fits for one particular kinematical bin can be seen in Figure 5-3. In

(a) the fit to the ep missing mass squared distribution for radiative elastic events is shown 

for one of the kinematical bins with determined mean and sigma values, and in (b) the  fit
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to the ep missing mass squared distribution is shown for identified pion production events.

5.2.1 F it  to the M l distributions

The individual distributions of missing mass square in each kinematical bin were fitted 

with function in Eq.(5.1) to obtain the number of photon and pion final states for each 

helicity state , and for the sum. The shape of background was fixed from th e  fit to the end 

point of the  missing mass distribution for histograms containing both negative and positive 

helicity events. In Figure 5-4 an example of these fits is shown. In (a) the background shape

200

150

100

50

0 0.1 0.2-0.1

1.00 <CF< 1.S5200

200150

100
100

-0.1 0 0.1 0.2 -0.1 O 0.20.1
Mi (GeV^) Mi (GeV^)

Figure 5-4; Example of fits for one <pqp bin. a) the background fitted to the distribution end points, 
b) fit to positive helicity events to extract number of 7  and tt® under missing mass peak, c) fit to 
negative helicity.

is fitted with a polynomial function, in (b) the missing mass distribution for positive helicity 

events is fitted with function in Eq.(5.1) with fixed background shape and the Gaussian 

functions of photon (Gj) and pion (Gjr) missing mass distributions are obtained from the 

fit to the missing mass squared distributions of identified ep -7- e p j  (Bethe-Heitler) and 

ep  - 7  ep77(7T°) final states (see Figure 5-3). For different bins the angular distributions 

of electron and proton angles vary, and the width of the photon and pion peak vary from 

one bin to another. The resolution shows sensitivity to the proton polar angle. Since
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the magnitude of the magnetic field in CLAS changes with the polar angle, the resolution 

of reconstructed particle momentum slightly varies with polar angle. T he electrons are 

registered in the forward direction with polar angles 18° — 55°, while protons have wider 

range of angular distribution, hence the missing mass resolution becomes more sensitive to 

the proton polar angle. For a particular bin, the average (integrated over angular range) 

missing mass square peak parameters were used. For a particular bin, the extracted 

number of photon final states for negative {N ~) and positive (iV+) helicities in each c(>qp 

bin where used to calculate the asymmetry as:

1 N+ -  N -  
^ P  AT+d-AV

(5.3)

where {N ~) is the number of photons reconstructed by fitting positive (negative) helicity 

missing mass squared distribution, F  is the polarization measured during the run period 

(P  =  67% ±  1.5%). The number of extracted photon final states for negative and positive

1.00 < Q ‘ < 1.35,

id’

,3id

Reconscructed number of N ,
f  s  negsthfe h^icity 

:  s  positive helicity
i(f

5 10
(j)qp bin number

13 0.4 

0.2

-0.2

-0.4

) .. ........I
■ / '  \

<Q^> = 1.22 GeV ^ 
«rx®> =  0.17 
<t> =  0.23 GeV

■

]

1 1.00 < ( f  < 1.35
a =  0.187616 ±0.036049

. 0.019334 ±0.026133

, -^ = 0.623

.... I.... .̂....i.....1.... A...1.... .... .....

100 2 0 0  300

%p (deg)

Figure 5-5: (a) number of reconstructed events in each (pqp bin for positive and negative helicity.
(b) asymmetry for < >= 1.2944 GeV^, < xb >— 0.176578 and < —t >= 0.240303 GeV with
Eq.(5.4), obtained Aiu  = 0.188 ± 0.036.
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helicities fo r a particular Q'  ̂ bin can be seen in Figure 5-5, where these numbers are plotted

for each ipgp Then the asymmetry dependence on azimuthal angle was fitted with

function:

A iu  = asin{(j)) +  /3sm(2^) (5.4)

to extract the  first and second moment of asymmetry. In Figure 5-5 (b) the fit to azimuthal 

dependence can bee seen for one particular bin. The extracted amplitudes are: a  — 

0.187 ±  0.036 and /3 =  0.019 ±  0.026, with kinematical variables < > =  1.29 GeV/(?,

< Xb > =  0-176 and < - t  >= 0.24 GeV.

This procedure was performed for three bins and three t bins to obtain the and 

t dependences of beam spin asymmetries.
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S y s t e m a t i c  S t u d i e s  o f  t h e

A n a l y s is  M e t h o d

The difficulty in this separation method is not the fit itself, but the fact th a t peaks of the 

missing mass squared distributions for the missing photon and events are separated by 

approximately one standard deviation, and therefore any small systematic uncertainties in 

the CLAS resolution will directly affect the fit results. (This implies, th a t good momentum 

corrections are essential for such analysis). Here in this chapter we present studies performed 

to investigate the validity of the fit method. These studies were performed using simulated 

and the real data, by mixing events from a single photon and tt® productions.

6.1 Studies W ith Experim ental D ata

Use of the experimental data has two advantages: i) the missing mass distributions have 

real physical backgrounds; ii) the kinematics of selected events is the same as in the real 

analysis. As was mentioned above, the goal is to mix identified single 7r° and single photon

105
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events, a n d  then reconstruct the number of each final state in the mixed sample by a  fit to 

the missing mass distribution. To select tt® events from the experimental data the final

100 Background Fit

5 0

0
-0.1 0 0.1 0 .2

150

100

1<Cf<1.4

ep-> e p j  (n )
980 ± 71

= 6 3 2 ±

= 1.05

epX MM , GeV"

Figure 6-1: (a) fit to the end points of missing mass distribution for background extraction (b) Fit 
to missing mass with two Gaussian functions plus background to extract number of p ’s and under 
missing mass peak.

state ep7 7  is studied. A cut on the invariant mass of 2 7 ’s was used to select 7t° events. In 

Figure 4-18 (a) the invariant mass of the two photons is plotted versus of the (e'pX) in 

the reaction ep e p jjX .  A large concentration of events around Mj.y ~  0.135 GeV and 

the ~  0.02  GeV corresponds to A cut on the invariant mass of two 7 ’s was used to 

separate pion final states (0.08 < < 0.17GeV). For single photon final states, radiative

elastic events are used in the reaction ep -> epX, when the incident electron radiates a 

photon before scattering. A cut on the missing momentum to be along the beam direction, 

(Ap^/p)^ + (Ap^/p)^ < 0.1, and a cut on the e^p scattering plane, 178 <  \<f>e — ^p\ < 182, 

are used to select events in this final state, see Figure 4-15. Figure 6-2 shows the missing 

mass squared distributions of (efp) for each identified final state. Events are selected in  the 

Q"̂  range from 1.4 GeV^ to 1.9 GeV"^. Fit to the spectra in Figure6-2 are performed with
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Figure 6-2: Fits to identified ê ry (a) and epn° (b) final states to determine the mean and sigmas 
for and G„o.

the function:

F  = NpG{mp, cTp) -f P o h (6 .1 )

where Np is the number of events and the G{mp, ap) is a Gaussian function representing 

the M | distribution of the given final state, with mean nip and standard deviation ap. In 

these spectra the number of a single photon events is Aly =  946, and the number of the tt^s

is ACo =  637. The ep j and epv^ samples were mixed with different ratios. The resulting 

mixed distributions are fitted with a double Gaussian function to extract number of photon 

and pion final states under the missing mass squared distribution:

(6 .2 )

The mean and the a of Gj and G^o were taken from fits to the distributions in Figure 6-2. 

The shape of the background function, P 0I3 , was determined by a fit to  the  end points of
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Figure 6-3: Ratios of reconstructed to thrown events for single photon and pion events, a) for 
constant Nj/N^o ratio, b) for constant number of events in the mixed distribution.

the missing mass distribution of the mixed spectrum, Figure 6-1 (a). Figure 6-1 (b) shows 

the final fit to the missing mass distribution. The blue line on the graph corresponds to  the 

background shape, the red line is the fitted Gaussian function for the photon events, and 

the green line is the Gaussian for the events. In the final fit the fit parameters are the 

number of epq (Aly) and ep-K̂  events, and the magnitude of the background (P).

Figures 6-1 shows a sample of one particular mixing ratio of the ep^  and the epu^ events. 

Tests were performed to check how the fit method works for the different ratios of initial 

ep7  and events, and for the different total statistics. Two cases were considered. In 

the first case, the mixing ratio of the ejyy and events was kept constant, while the 

total number of events in the mixed distributions were changed. The ra tio  of the number 

of thrown events (number of events from the fit to the distributions of the  identified final 

states) to the number of reconstructed events (from the fit to the mixed distributions) was
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studied fo r different statistics. Figure 6-3 (a) shows this ratio for the different statistics 

(increasing from left to right). The ratio of two final states is ~  1.5. T he numbers each 

point in th e  plot correspond to is the number of ep7  events reconstructed from the fit to  the 

radiative elastic events (the number of thrown ep'j events). In the second case the number 

of ep7T° events was kept constant in the mixed distribution, while the num ber of efry events 

was gradually increased. Figure 6-3 (b) shows the ratio of thrown and reconstructed events 

for increasing epj statistics. The number of ep7r® events during the mixing (reconstructed 

from the fit to the identified 7T° final states) is 360. Numbers under each point show the 

ratios of th e  ep7  to epvr® events. In the Tables 6.1 and 6.1 the results of fits to the different 

mixture of ep'y and ep-n  ̂ events, and the results of the fit to the data with constant ratio  of 

Nj/N^o  are presented.

N N y /N ,o ERR ’■ w r / K t ERR
1 1.49162 0.936842 0.1627500 0.868932 0.2212930 267
2 1.48780 0.961471 0.1081510 1.010960 0.1650510 550
3 1.49901 0.969152 0.0908164 1.008020 0.1360180 754
4 1.49375 0.971545 0.0804433 1.040650 0.1248140 950
5 1.51755 0.963336 0.0667195 0.998869 0.1032390 1340
6 1.50750 0.968803 0.0599815 1.030000 0.0937543 1700
7 1.51248 0.986590 0.0554076 0.988389 0.0836257 2060

6.2 Tests W ith GSIM

Another set of tests were performed using GEANT [44] simulated data. Events were gener

ated using a DVCS event generator [45] (available at CLASCVS packages/generators/dvcs). 

ep —> ejxy and ep —> final states were generated in the kinematic region which is com

patible with the one in the experiment (Figure 6-4). Then data were processed with the
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Table 6.1: Eesults of the fit to the mixed distributions with constant mixing ratio.

N N ^/N ^o N^ecjNt^r ERR ^ K r i N i t ERR i¥,o
1 1.55647 0.969125 0.1057530 0.99725 0.165954 360
2 2.63361 0.968592 0.0748458 1.04611 0.193538 360
3 4.70523 0.988426 0.0542770 0.97319 0.211876 360
4 5.67493 0.999515 0.0491143 0.86019 0.203643 360
5 11.3609 0.974250 0.0331670 1.04310 0.307968 360
6 16.5372 0.968226 0.0271516 1.17857 0.406218 360
7 24.3636 0.981685 0.0224824 0.91666 0.376115 360
8 28.5465 0.991294 0.0207883 0.67977 0.305086 360

Table 6.2: Results of the fit to the mixed distributions with constant number of 7r°s.

GEANT simulator (GSIM) and reconstructed using RECSIS (CLAS event reconstruction 

program). The ep —t epX  events from both samples were mixed together and then the  fit 

procedure was performed (described in preceding section) to extract the number of ep ep7  

and ep —>■ eprr® events. The Gaussian parameters for the fits were derived from the fit to 

ep epTT® and ep -> ep7  events. Examples of fits for one (j)qp bin are shown on Figure 6-5. 

The red dots represent thrown distribution for single gamma events, and the red line is 

the result of the fit to the missing mass distribution. The green circles are the single pion 

distribution and the green line is the result of the fit. The black points represent mixed 

distributions. The fit to these points is performed with the function presented in Eq.(6.2). 

Final results of fits for all (j)qp bins are presented in Figure 6-6 . Figure 6-6  (a) shows the ratio 

of the number of ep -4  ep j events reconstructed before mixing to the number of ep —)■ ejry 

events reconstructed by the fit to the mixed distribution. The crosses and circles represent 

the ratios for different helicities. The blue asterisks show the ratio of ratios for negative 

and positive helicities. As one can see from the plot the ratio of RECSIS reconstructed 

events to the number of events reconstructed by the fit is always less than  one, this is due 

to the fact that some of the events get fitted as a part of the background. The im portant
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Figure 6-4: Simulated data kinematics compared with data.

information is contained in the points with an asterisks which show that for each (j)qp b in  the 

ratio of thrown to reconstructed events is the same for both helicities. Close to (j)gp ~  0°, 

due to the statistics, fits do not perform as good as in other bins, but these bins do not 

play any significant role in the fitting. Figure 6 -6  (b) shows the same results for ep —> epir^ 

events. After determining the number of DVCS events for both helicities the asymmetry 

was calculated for each <j>qp bin. Extracted asymmetry as a function of (f}qp is shown in 

Figure 6-7. A fit to the points is performed using the function A  =  asintj) +  psin2(p. Figure 

6-7 represent the fit to the point from the simulated data. Solid curves are the fit to  the 

points extracted by the fitting method described above.
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Figure 6-5: Missing mass squared distribution for negative (left) and positive (right) helicities fitted
with two Gaussian plus background for on (f)qp,Q̂  bin. The black points represent mixed distribution 
and the fit to it.
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Figure 6 -6 : Reconstruction of single photon and single pion final states wdth double Gaussian fit. 
(a) the ratio of the reconstructed number of single photon events to the number of thrown events 
for positive {red circle) and negative {blue cross) helicities, and the ratio of negative to positive 
reconstruction efficiencies, (b) same ratios for number of reconstructed pions.
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•  GSIM DVCS Asymetry (a = 0.372 ± 0.0083)

0 .5 *  FITT DVCS Asymetry (a = 0.387 ± 0.0159)

0 FITT n? Asymetry (a = 0.168 ± 0.0215)

GSIM tP Asymetry (a =0.170 + 0.0097)

100 200 300
( d e g )

Figure 6-7: Extracted beam spin asymmetries for DVCS and 7t° compared with asymmetry obtained 
by using missing mass fitting method. The obtained asymmetry is shifted from thrown for ~  3%.
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6.3 S tu d ie s  of asym m etries w ith  m issing m ass c u ts

Asymmetries can also be studied using cuts on the missing mass squared distributions 

around =  0.. Although the main contribution to the event sample selected with such 

cuts will be  the production of the a single photon, the contribution from tt® and radiative 

events will be difficult to estimate, and it will be kinematics dependent. (A typical width 

of the pion distribution is ~  0.02 GeV^, while the centroid is ~  0.018 GeV^). Tighter 

cuts will lower background contributions, but will impact the statistical accuracy. In  this

1500 1500Asymetry with M ^ cuts 
with fixed low limit

A s y m e t r y  w ith  M  ,  c u ts
with fixed bin size

WOO 1000

5 0 0 5 0 0

-0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2

Other bins

Figure 6-8 : Diagram explaining cuts used on missing mass to calculate the asymmetry.The arrows
show the cut on missing mass. The missing mass distribution is drawn, the solid line corresponds 
to the photon and dashed line to pion.

section we make a comparison of extracted asymmetries using the m ethod of the fit to 

the line shape of the missing mass squared distributions with asymmetries calculated using 

cuts on the missing mass squared distributions. Two types of cuts for events selection 

were studied. In Figure 6 - 8  (a) bins of missing mass squared distribution in the case of 

cuts with fixed lower limit, at “  -0.08 GeV^, and variable upper limit (M j

with steps of A M | =  0.04 GeV^ are shown. The numbers on the graph corresponds to
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the bin number, where asymmetry is calculated. The second type of cut is illustrated in

3
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Figure 6-9: Asymmetry extracted using missing mass cut with fixed low limit. The points are placed 
at the high limit cut.

Figure 6-8  (b). In this case the bin size is fixed, =  0.04 G e , and

the centroids of different bins are separated by 0.02 GeV^. Again the  numbers on the 

graph are the number of the bin where the asymmetry is extracted. Arrows pointing to 

the “X” axis on both graphs of Figure 6-8 show the range of missing m ass squared were 

events are selected for that bin. In Figure 6-9 the extracted asymmetries for the case of 

selection of events in the bins of missing mass squared with fixed lower lim it is presented 

Low ~  —0-08 GeV^). Each point corresponds to one bin, and placed at the place of 

the GeV^. For example the second point on the graph at Af| =  —0.04 GeV^, is

the asymmetry calculated using events in the missing mass squared range from —0.08 to 

—0.04 GeV^. The fifth point placed at =  0 is for the range —0.08 to  0 GeV^. Red 

points correspond to the sin(j> moment of the asymmetry, a, and the green points are the 

parameter /9 of the sin 20 moment. The blue band is the asymmetry extracted using the 

fit method. As one expects the asymmetry calculated using missing m ass cuts decreases
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with an increase of the upper limit of the missing mass range, sine the  contribution of 

TT® and th e  background increases. Figure 6-10 shows the results of extracted asymmetry

-0.05

Fixed bln size 0.04 < ( f >  = 1.22
< X g >  = 0.17  
<-t> = 0.23

DVCS asymetry ( a )

:x\x
'A?

P parameter o f DVCS

-0.1 -0.05 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0 .35  0.4

cut, GeV^

Figure 6-10: Asymmetry extracted using missing mass cut with fixed bin size in missing mass 
squared. The points are placed in the middle of the bin.

using the fixed bin width cut on the missing mass squared distribution (diagram shown

on Figure 6 - 8  (b)). The asymmetry was extracted for several regions of the  missing mass 

squared distribution with fixed bin size of 0.04 GeV^. The points on the graph in Figure 6-

1 0  are located In the middle of the bin, and the horizontal error bars indicate the cut region 

on the missing mass distribution. For example the third point on the graph, located at 

—0.04 GeV"  ̂ is the asymmetry for events in the missing mass region from —0.06 GeV^  to 

—0 . 0 2  GeV^, and the point located at 0  GeV"^ (fifth point) is the asymmetry for region 

—0.02 GeV‘̂ to 0.02 GeV"^. One can see that for the lowest point on the missing mass axis 

(corresponding to the region —0 . 1  to —0.06 GeV^), that has very small contributions from 

photon and pion peaks, the asymmetry is non-zero. This indicates tha t the  background has 

non-zero asymmetry, and if included in the photon peak, which happens when asymmetry 

is measured by a cut on the missing mass rather than by separating different contributions
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(fit method), it may affect the extracted asymmetry for DVCS. This speaks in  favor of using 

the fitting method developed in this work for extracting the DVCS asymmetries. One would 

expect the asymmetry to rise along the missing mass axis, smce when moving toward the 

“0” the contribution from the photon peak becomes more significant. Toward the positive 

side of the missing mass the asymmetry rises and overlaps (within the error bars) with 

the value for the asymmetry extracted using the fit method, then slowly approaches to  the 

pion asymmetry, as the pion peak contribution becomes more and more significant. These 

tests show a consistency between the asymmetry extracted using a fit and the asymmetry 

measured using a cut on the missing mass distributions. The method of fitting the line shape 

of the missing mass squared distribution is an effective way to get rid of contributions from 

background processes, and provides more clean method of asymmetry measurements.

6.4 C onclusions

Overall, the tests show consistency of the obtained results. Test preformed with data 

show persistence of the reconstruction of the number of single photon production states 

from data mixed in different proportions, with a  systematic shift below 5%. Tests with 

simulation show some systematic shifts of ~  5% in reconstructing the number of photons 

under the missing mass square peak. These systematic shifts appear to  be the same for 

both negative and positive helicities and they do not affect the final measured asymmetry 

significantly. The asymmetry extracted from simulated data by using the fit method shows 

only 3 % systematical shifts.

The extracted asymmetries were compared to asymmetries measured using cut on miss

ing mass squared distribution around photon mass. The asymmetries extracted with both 

methods agree, but in the asymmetries measured using cuts on missing mass one has to  be
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sure elim inate contribution by making very tight cuts, which increases statistical errors. 

The asymmetry measurement using fitting technique eliminate the contribution from ir° 

without affecting photon statistics, hence provide much cleaner measurements of beam spin 

asymmetries.
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R e s u l t s  a n d  C o n c l u s i o n s

7,1 R esu lts

The single spin asymmetry in the deeply virtual electro-production of a  real photon on 

the proton is studied using a longitudinally polarized electron beam at E  — 4.8 GeV. The 

azimuthal angular dependence of the asymmetry is extracted in a wide range of kinematics. 

The asymmetry is calculated as:

1 i¥+ -  A -  , ,
- - p -  ^

where are the number of ep -> epy events for a positive (negative) helicity state. A

4>qp dependence of the A iu  is used to extract the sm(j) and sin 2 <̂ moments for three and 

three t bins. In each and t bin eleven bins of cj) have been used. Due to  the insufficient

missing mass resolution of CLAS in the high transfered momentum range, it is impossible 

to separate events with a single photon final state from competing background processes 

on an event-by-event bases. The number of ep —> epy events were extracted using a  fit to

119
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I. s
1.00 < Q ^ <  1.35 
0.10 < -t < 0.40

10

.410

i d

Number of photons in each bin

0 100 200 300
%p (deg)

Figure 7-1: Fit to the number of photon final states in each (j>qp bin for bin centering. The two 
halves of azimuthal distributions are fitted separately.

the line shape of the missing mass squared distributions (described in chapters 5 and 6 ) for 

both helicities, and for the helicity sum, at each kinematical bin.

The sum of the events with a photon final state {Ng) was used to center the azimuthal 

angle bin. The N$ as a function of (j>qp was fitted with a function:

f {Ns)  = a% — U2 • — « 5  • e'ae-(a7—<f>qp) (7.2)

where a* are free parameters to the fit and <j)qp is the azimuthal angle between electron and 

hadron scattering planes. A fit for one of the Q‘̂ bins is shown in Figure 7-1. Then the  mid 

point for each (f>qp bin was calculated as:

^qp P"
q̂p (7.3)
K ” d<P„-nNi)

The results of the fits and extracted number of photons in each (j)qp in all and t  bins can
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be found in  the Appendix. The azimuthal dependence of the asymmetry, calculated from 

the extracted number of photons under the missing mass square distribution, for each Q'̂  

and t bin was fitted with the function:

Alu = oisin{(j)) +  /3sin{24>) (7.4)

to extract the sin{<f>) and sin{2<l>) moments for each Q‘̂ and t bins. The fits for three 

and t bins are shown in Figure 7-2 (for bins) and in Figure 7-3 (for t bins). In Figure 7-2
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Figure 7-2: Asymmetry as a function of azimuthal angle fitted with Eq.(7.4) to extract sirup moment 
for three bins.

and 7-3 the errors for the data points are calculated from the errors on the number of events 

with a photon final state obtained from the fit to the missing mass squared distribution. 

The error is calculated as:

A A iu  = A l u - ; { AN+ y  + j A N - r
(N+ -  N ~ y {N+ +  A7-)2 (7.5)

where AN~^ {A N  ) is the error of extracted number of photons of positive (negative) 

helicity. The numerical results of these analysis are presented in Tables 7.1 and 7.2,
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Figure 7-3; Asymmetry as a function of azimuthal angle fitted with Eq.(7.4) to extract s in ift  moment 
for three t  bins for integrated (1.4 < < 2.5 (GeF^)).

< q ‘̂ > < X b > < - t > a /?
1.223
1.509
2.041

0.166
0.203
0.275

0.232
0.263
0.381

0.188 ±  0.036 (stat) ±  0.0155 (syst) 
0.259 ±  0.032 { s t a t )  ±  0.0166 { s y s t )  

0.198 ±0.051 { s t a t )  ±  0.0140 { s y s t )

0.019 ± 0.026 
-0.035 ± 0.024 
0.020 ± 0.034

Table 7.1: Summary of obtained Beam Spin Asymmetries. Here a and /3 are the first and second 
moment of the asymmetry amplitude fitted with function A m  = asin{(f>) ■+- Psin{2(j>).

where the extracted asymmetries {a and /9 parameters of the fit with Eq.(7.4)) for three 

and t bins are presented with the mean values of t  and xb- The and  t-dependences 

of Abu are presented in Figure 7-4. In Figure 7-4 the previous result of the  DVCS beam 

spin asymmetry measured by CLAS [18] with 4.2 GeV  initial electron beam  is presented as 

well. The previously measured asymmetry is consistent with the measurements done within 

this analysis. As a result of this analysis a significant asymmetry was measured in deeply 

virtual Compton scattering. Within the error bars in and t  dependence it is impossible 

to claim any or t  dependences of the asymmetries. Further theoretical calculations are 

needed to compare with the measured dependences.
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< - t > < Xb > < Q  '̂  > a P
0.192
0.300
0.461

0.226
0.231
0.253

1.690
1.738
1.833

0.241 ±  0.032
0.144 ±0.064 
0.276 ±  0.072

-0.027 ±  0.026 
0.047 ±  0.043 

-0.016 ±  0.045

Table 7.2: Summary of obtained Beam Spin Asymmetries. Here a and ^  are the first and second 
moment of the asymmetry amplitude fitted with function Alu = asin{<p) +  I3sin{2(j)).
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'.1 0.2 0 .3  0 .4  0.5
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Figure 7-4: The (on the left) and t (on the right) dependence of DVCS asymmetries. The “cross” 
symbol is the asymmetry measured by CLAS with 4.2 GeV data.

7.2 E s tim a te  of S ystem atic  E rro r

For estimating the systematic error of measuring the asymmetry, th ree  sources of sys

tematic errors where considered. First, the systematic error due to  the  fitting procedure 

used in the analysis was estimated. The parameters to the final fit to  the  missing mass 

squared distribution are determined by fitting the missing mass squared distributions of 

identified single photon and pion final states. The average value of th e  peak mean and 

sigma are taken as fixed parameters in the fit procedure. The distribution of mean values 

and sigmas of photon and pion peaks are shown in Figure 7-5 for one kinematical bin. The
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RMS of th e  distribution of each of these parameters was taken as error of their determina

tion. The fitting procedure was performed using photon and pion peak parameters varied

0 ■0.01

MEANS

f/lsar 0C0074S8 
fiiUS 0.001319

%.70<Q^<2.8Q 
ep-> epy

0.01 0.02 
MeanMUGeV̂}
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hf»an aoisse 
RMS o.ooa^si

1.70<!f <ZBO 
ep~> epv Y

0  0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
MeanMf fGeVp

S IG M A S4

3

2

1

0
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0 .05

Sfema (G eV^)

S IG M A S4

3

2

1

0
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0 .05

Sigma (GeV^)

Figure 7-5: The mean and sigma value distribution for photon and pion peaks for one kinematical
bin.

with ail possible combinations within their determination error (one a ) . T he resulting dis

tributions of beam spin asymmetries for all possible variations of the parameters can be seen 

in Figure 7-6 for two bins. The RMS of these distributions were taken as the systematic 

error due the fitting procedure.

The second source of systematic errors is the error of determination for the beam polar

ization, which is calculated during the experiment with an accuracy of 1.5%. The e rro r of 

determination of beam spin asymmetry from the simulated data was considered as the  third
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Figure 7-6: Systematic error estimation. The fits to the missing mass squared distributions were 
performed for using mean and sigma values for photon and pion peaks varied within the error of 
their determination.

source of systematic errors. The studies with simulated data showed th a t the asymmetry 

was extracted with an accuracy of about 5%. The total systematic error was calculated as:

(7.6)

where is the fit to the azimuthal dependence of the ratio (iV“*“ — N ~ ) / (iV+ + N ^ ) ,  Ffu

is the relative error of the asymmetry due to the fitting method, and A P  is the error of 

beam polarization (A F ~  1.5%). The total calculated systematic error is included in the 

Table 7.1.

7.3 S u m m a r y

The analysis presented in this thesis are the first measurement of the beam spin asym

metry in deeply virtual Compton Scattering for several kinematical bins. In  this analysis the
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asymmetry was extracted for the first time for three bins for one integrated t  bin (0.1 < 

—t < 0.4 G eV), and for three t bins for one integrated Q'̂  bin (1.4 < <  2.5 GeV/c^).

These are important results for checking theoretical models.

The experiment was carried out using the CLAS detector in Hali-B a t  Jefferson Na

tional Accelerator Facility. In the experiment a longitudinally polarized electron beam was 

scattered off a 5cm long liquid hydrogen target, with a total luminosity of 1.28 /m "^. The 

experiment was carried out during 02/04/2000-03/05/2000 in Hall B at Jefferson Lab. The 

detected final state ep efpX at W  > 2.0 GeV  was studied for beam  spin asymmetry 

extraction. The main processes that contribute to efp missing mass square distribution are 

single photo-production {ep efpj), single pion production {ep -> efpn^ —>■ efpy-y) and 

radiative background. Since the CLAS resolution at high W  is not sufficient to separate 

the single photo-production events from single pion production events on an  event-by-event 

basis, a fit to the line shape of the missing mass squared distribution was used to extract 

the number of events with a single photon or a single pion final state from the efp missing 

mass squared distribution. The line shape of the e’p missing mass square distribution was 

fitted with two Gaussian functions using fixed mean and sigma for the photon and pion 

peaks and a smooth 3-rd degree polynomial for a background. These parameters to the  fit 

were fixed from identified single photon (radiative elastic events) and single pion (from final 

state ep e /p jj)  reactions for the same kinematics. Then the asym m etry was calculated 

as a function of azimuthal angle {(f>gp, is the angle between electron and hadron scattering 

planes), and was fitted with the function: A ^u  =  asin{4>gp) + f)sin{2(j)qp) to extract the 

first and second moment of the asymmetry. Since the extraction of the asymmetry relies 

on the fitting method, tests were performed to verify the validity of the fits and to estim ate 

systematical shifts of the measured asymmetries. A set of test was performed w ith real
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data by mixing identified eijry and e/|?7r° events, and then reconstructing the number of 

each final state by fitting the e^p missing mass squared distribution. Another set of tests 

was performed using simulated data. Events were generated in the same kinematics as data 

for DVCS and single pion production events. Then these events were processed with GSIM 

(GEANT simulation program for the CLAS detector), and the reconstructed events with 

a, ep -P e p X  final state were analyzed to extract the asymmetry and compared with the 

generated DVCS asymmetry. The tests showed reasonable consistency in the reconstruc

tion of the number of events with a single photon production final states under the missing 

mass squared distribution. The systematic shift in reconstructing the num ber of photons is 

the same for both positive and negative helicities, hence leading ~  3% systematic shifts in 

asymmetry measurments. The extracted asymmetries were compared to asymmetries mea

sured using cuts on the missing mass squared distribution around the photon mass. The 

asymmetries extracted with both methods agree, but in the asymmetries measured using 

cuts on the missing mass one has to be sure to eliminate the contribution by making very 

tight cuts, which increases statistical errors. The asymmetry measurement using the fitting 

technique eliminates the contribution from without affecting photon statistics, and thus 

provides a much cleaner measurements of beam spin asymmetries.
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A p p e n d i x

8 .1  M o m e n t u m  C o r r e c t i o n s

8.1.1 Electron Momentum Correction Constants

The following tables are the results of electron momentum correction derived from radiative 
elastic events (described in Correction section). Each sector is corrected separately for 
different momentum bins.

Sector 1
Pe {GeV) Po Pi P2 P3 Pi
0.5 -  0.7 
0.7 -  0.9 
0.9 -  1.2 
1 .2 -  1.6 
1.6 -  2.7

9.9628e-01
9.9761e-01
9.9872e-01
9.9975e-01
l.OOOle+00

4.43886-04
3.7360e-04
3.2912e-04
2.5648e-04
1.8698e-04

7.2135e-06
1.2679e-05
1.1537e-05
6.7299e-06
5.3837e-06

5.9042e-08
-2.6811e-07
-3.0425e-07
-1.9143e-07
2.8607e-07

3.0460e-08
1.5935e-08
1.1913e-08
9.0140e-09
9.8399e-09

Sector 2
Pe {GeV) Po Pi P2 P3 Pi
0.5 -  0.7 
0 .7 -0 .9  
0 .9 -  1.2 
1 .2 -  1.6 
1.6 -  2.7

1.1540e+00
1.3188e+00
1.3793e+Q0
1.2885e+00
1.1913e+00

-1.0544e-02
-2.0956e-02
-2.5101e-02
-1.9668e-02
-1.4578e-02

2.5903e-04
5.07056-04
6.1498e-04
4.9266e-04
4.0516e-04

-2.8401e-06
-5.4391e-06
-6.6624e-06
-5.4768e-06
-4.9108e-06

1.2140e-08
2.2206e-08
2.7262e-08
2.2952e-08
2.2227e-08

Sector 3
Pe {GeV) Po Pi P2 P3 Pi
0.5 -  0.7 
0 .7 -0 .9  
0.9 -  1.2
1 .2 - 1.6 
1 .6 -2 .7

3.2986e+00
4.4414e-F00
4.8126e-F00
4.7759e-f00
1.1456e+01

-7.5137e-02
-1.1215e-01
-1.27980-01
-1.2527e-01
-3.4490e-01

9.2033e-04
1.3717e-03
1.6138e-03
1.5598e-03
4.2619e-03

-5.0277e-06
-7.4810e-06
-9.0678e-06
-8.6444e-06
-2.3383e-05

1.0367e-08
1.5377e-08
1.9167e-08
1.7997e-08
4.8059e-08
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Sector 4
Pe (G eV) Pd Pi P2 P3 Pi
0.5 -  0.7 
0.7 -  0.9 
0.9 -  1.2 
1.2 -  1.6 
1.6 -  2.7

2.3813e+01
3.9829e+01
3.0490e+01
1.9024e+01
L1782e+01

-5.0713e-01
-8.6558e-01
-6.5664e-01
-3.9885e-01
-2.1923e-01

4.2328e-03
7.2385e-03
5.4871e-03
3.3141e-03
1.6632e-03

-1.5726e-05
-2.6919e-05
-2.0399e-05
-1.2259e-05
-5.5830e-06

2.1948e-08
3.7571e-08
2.8471e-08
1.7041e-08
7.0039e-09

Sector 5
Pe (GeV) Po Pi P2 P3 Pi
0.5 -  0.7 
0.7 -  0.9
0.9 -  1.2 
1.2 -  1.6 
1.6 - 2 .7

6.2040e+00
6.6518e+00
5.7939e+00
1.9289e+00
4.4530e+00

1.7087e-01
1.83410-01
1.5565e-01
2.6227e-02
1.1589e-01

2.1163e-03
2.2429e-03
1.9029e-03
2.8117e-04
1.46470.03

1.1715e-05
1.2254e-05
1.0384e-05
1.3682e-06
8.2468e-06

2.4424e-08
2.52246-08
2.13396-08
2.56636-09
1.74136-08

Sector 6
Pe (GeV) Po Pi P2 P3 Pi
0.5 -  0.7 
0.7 -  0.9 
0.9 -  1.2 
1.2 -  1.6
1.6 -  2.7

9.39026-01
1.21106+00
1.07986+00
1.4075e+00
1.5847e+00

-7.03876-03
1.2362e-02
3.3668e-03
2.6190e-02
3.78226-02

-2.24796-04
2.8540e-04
5.6039e-05
6.3976e-04
9.1716e-04

-2.7913e-06
3.0972e-06
5.2567e-07
7.0306e-06
9.8803e-06

-1.22886-08
1.3004e-08
2.3536e-09
2.90576-08
3.97026-08

8.1.2 P r o to n  M om entum  C o rre c tio n  C onstants  

Proton momentum correction functions derived from ep —>• eir'^n.

Sector 1
dp (deg) Po Pi P2 P3 Pi
0® -  20° 
20° -  26° 
26° -  36° 
36° -  48°
48° -  60° 
60° -  72° 
72° -  130°

1.0055e+00
1.0051e+00
1.00796+00
1.0087e+00
l.OlOOe+00
1.0093e+00
1.0040e+00

7.25806-04
-2.4234e-04
-4.0325e-04
-5.5171e-04
-4.5127e-04
-7.7648e-04
5.4104e-05

7.4634e-05
-4.3813e-06
-2.6212e-05
-i.0646e-05
-1.2739e-06
4.2156e-05
3.35396-05

7.4007e-07
3.0516e-06
1.3539e-06
6.5179e-07
-8.3065e-08
1.0139e-06
-1.1400e-06

-7.26I9e-08
1.17496-07
1.0632e-07
3.4862e-08
-1.8492e-ll
-1.1232e-07
-7.8374e-08
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Sector 2
Op (d eg ) Po Pi P2 PS Pi

-  20° 
20° -  26° 
26° -  36°
ago _  4go
4go _  60°
60° -  72° 

72° -  130°

4.7837e-01
1.6221e+00
1.2306e+00
8.8877e-01
-1.3705e-02
-3.6786e+00
1.1434e+01

3.4708e-02
-4.5681e-02
-1.6058e-02
8.9015e-03
6.9915e-02
3.2601e-01
-7.4944e-01

-8.3804e-04
1.2444e-03
4.3024e-04
-2.3039e-04
-1.7477e-03
-8.2727e-03
lJ746e-02

8.61840-06
-1.4862e-05
-5.0893e-06
2.5537e-06
1.9089e-05
9.09796-05
-2.2572e-04

-3.1284e-08
6.5711e-08
2.2253e-08
-1.0580e-08
-7.7454e-08
-3.6719e-07
9.4561e-07

Sector 3
Op (deg ) Po Pi P2 PS Pi
0" -  20° 
20° -  26° 
26° -  36° 
36° -  48° 
48° -  60° 
60° -  72° 
72° -  130°

1.6878e+01
1.9388e+00
-1.0728e+00
-1.3044e+00
-1.3001e+00
L5170e-)-03
4.4524e-|-02

-5.1925e-01
-2.75426-02
6.9914e-02
8.2179e-02
8.10496-02

-5.03246+01
-1.49056+01

6.3574e-03
3.08586-04
-8.70886-04
-1.0857e-03
-1.0678e-03
6.2417e-01
1.8665e-01

-3.4515e-05
-1.5579e-06
4.7761e-06
6.3405e-06
6.2738e-06
-3.4280e-03
-1.0341e-03

7.00486-08
2.95886-09
-9.77376-09
-1.38496-08
-1.38896-08
7.03396-06
2.1391e-06

Sector 4
Op {deg) Po Pi P2 PS Pi
0° -  20° 
20° -  26° 
26° -  36° 
36° -  48° 
48° -  60° 
60° -  72° 
72° -  130°

-3.99716+03
2.00226+02
1.18216+02
2.33926+01
8.14746+00
5.4596e+01
3.14996+03

8.9631e+01
-4.35636+00
-2.55796+00
-4.8699e-01
-1.5968e-01
-1.19006+00
-6.9860e+01

-7.51476-01
3.5679e-02
2.09036-02
3.97486-03
1.3377e-03
9.88726-03
5.7996e-01

2.7929e-03
-1.2970e-04
-7.5799e-05
-1.44156-05
-4.9572e-06
-3.6404e-05
-2.1354e-03

-3.8829e-06
1.76576-07
1.02896-07
1.95836-08
6.8295e-09
5.00876-08
2.9424e-06

Sector 5
Op (deg) Po Pi P2 PS Pi
0° -  20° 
20° -  26° 
26° -  36° 
36° -  48° 
48° -  60° 
60° -  72° 
72° -  130°

1.5412e+01
3.1265e+01
1.9415e+01
1.4132e+00
-2.58786+00
-3.07146+00
2.9394e+00

4.89246-01
1.0561e+00
6.4086e-01
1.0064e-02
-1.23596-01
-1.25986-01
7.9784e-02

6.2188e-03
1.37816-02
8.33116-03
7.3428e-05
-1.6029e-03
-1.44796-03
1.17126-03

3.5089e-05
7.97076-05
4.7952e-05
1.1219e-07
-9.2394e-06
-7.2901e-06
7.3843e-06

7.41846-08
1.72446-07
1.03126-07

-3.42896-10
-1.99126-08
-1.3469e-08
1.7049e-G8
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1 Sector 6

1 (deg) Po Pi P2 P3 P4
1 0® -  20® 1.3291e+00 1.28746-02 1.6815e-04 8.4145e-07 1.8255e-09
1 20® -  26® 3.8599e+00 1.9139e-01 4.7899e-03 5.3029e-05 2.1901e-07

26® -  36® 2.8926e+00 1.2485e-01 3.0596e-03 3.2976e-05 1.3191e-07
36® -  48® 1.3621e+00 2.43876-02 6.2760e-04 7.1856e-06 3.0554e-08
48® -60® 7.15206-01 -1.9589e-02 -4.7993e-04 -5.0600e-06 -1.9623e-08
60® -  72® 6.2044e-01 -2.7613e-02 -7.1483e-04 -7.9524e-06 -3.2395e-08

1 72® -  130" 2.1867e+00 8.1487e-02 2.0738e-03 2.3198e-05 9.6335e-08

8.1.3 Tv^ momentum calculation fo r ep —> CTr+n final s t a t e

As was discribed in the Corrections section the momentum correction for protons wehe 
derived from ep —y eit^n  final state. Here below the calculations leading to  momentum 
corrections are presented.

The incoming electron with energy Eq scatters on proton producing 7t+ and n in final 
state. From conservation of energy we have

Eq +  Mp — Eg +  Efi + (8.1)

where Mp is the mass of proton, En energy of neutron and E^+ is the energy of pion. From 
conservation of momentum:

Pq — Pg + P^+ +  Pn

where q = Fq — Pe

Pn = q -  P^

En — Eq + Mp — Eg — E^+ — A — E^

where we noted A =  i?o — Eg +  Mp

^  - M lE l ~ P n

E l = { A ~  E ^P ^  =  -  2AE,+ +

Pl+ = { q -  Pw+){q- P-K+) = 9^ -  2qP^+cos9q^+ +  Pl+

where is the angle between virtual photon and scattered pion. Then we have:

M l = E l -  P L

(8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

(8.5)

(8.6) 

(8.7)

-  2AE^+ +  EI+ -  {q  ̂— 2qP^+cos6q^+ +  R^+) —

-  2AE^+ + Ml+) - q ^  + 2qP^+cos9q^+, since M^+ =

Now let B  =  M l — A  — Ml+ +  and C =  2qcos6„^+ Then we have

(8.8)

B - C P ^ 2AE^+ (8.9)
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If we tak e  square of both sides of the equa,tioii we get:

-  2BCP^+ +  C'^Pl+ = 4A^(P^+ +  A/2+), where EI+ = (P^+ +  M |+ ) (8.10)

combining different powers of F^+ we get.

(C^ -  4A^)P^+ -  2BCP^+ +  (R2 _  4A^M^+) =  0 (8.11)

From this quadratic equation momentum of can be calculated.
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8.1.4 M o m en tu m  Correction C onstan ts f o r  II  M ethod

The second method of momentum corrections was based on the CLAS Note [41]. The 
same param eters were used to correct the electron and the proton moihentum depending on 
the angle and  the momentum of detected particle according to Eq.(4.8)and Eq.(4J). There 
are 16 parameters for each sector (96 parameters in total). In Table 8.1 the momenttim 
correction parameters are presented starting from Sector 1.

n p{n * 4) p{n *4  +  1) p{n *4 +  2) p{n  * 4  +  3)
0 0.000206224 -0.00314129 -0.000356946 0.000276714
1 0.000124656 0.000740808 -3.4351e -  05 7.19325e -  05
2 0.000142226 -6.28554e -  05 0.000200156 -0.000356438
3 -0.000144468 7.45012e -  05 1.99767e -0 6 0.00010262
4 3.2991 le -  05 -0.000967491 -0.00597786 0.00093268
5 -0.000259782 0.00157144 -0.000198555 0.00131451
6 -0.000599667 -0.000106984 -0.000623001 -0.000299595
7 -0.000402391 0.00112838 -7.60136e -  05 -0.00330236
8 -0.00016482 0.00151583 -0.0040338 0.000182937
9 -0.00325323 -0.00148356 -0.00366388 0.0101046
10 -0.000277672 -0.00212975 0.000315966 -0.000969332
11 0.000395951 -0.00130818 -0.00463028 0.000729905
12 0.000378814 -0.000899985 -0.000402462 -0.000509156
13 -0.000613316 -0.00055973 -0.00019093 7.94119e -  05
14 -0.000610637 -0.000162078 0.00059594 -0.000745723
15 -0.000799857 -0.000254783 -0.000179239 -0.000190504
16 -9.03286e -  06 -0.000814072 -0.00443854 -0.000446658
17 -0.000602203 0.000844449 0.000298725 0.00250694
18 -0.000314465 -0.00102092 -3.96193e -  05 -0.000302633
19 0.000622575 -0.00155581 7.22068e -  06 -5.5378e -  06
20 -3.01462e -  05 -0.000754801 -0.00230075 0.000107089
21 2.84447e -  05 0.00247647 -0.00653832 0.0112804
22 -0.0072137 0.0141478 0.00329304 -0.00554353
23 0.000327351 0.00155364 —0.0044896 -5.20087e -  05

Table 8.1: The momentum correction parameters derived using the second method of corrections 
described in the text. There are 16 parameters per sector (96 in total).
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8 .2  F i t  R e s u l t s

8.2.1 E x t r a c te d  number of photons

The following tables present extracted number of photon final states using double Gaus
sian fit for each (f)qp bin for all three bins. Here iV+ {N^ ) represents the number of photon 
final states under missing mass peak for positive (negative) helicity and A N ^  (AN^)  error 
returned by the fit. The and AN ^*  are the number of photon final states under missing 
mass square distribution fo helicity sum and the fit error, respectively. Each of the tables 
represent one t>in for one intergated t  (shown on the top of the table).

1.0 < Q'̂  < 1.35 GeF/fo (0.1 < - t  < 0.4 GeV)
Bin <f)qp N+ AN+ N - A N - Niot AA7“

0 1.5 72032 397 71544 397 143604 561
1 6.5 13924 194 14502 196 28431 276
2 22.5 5943 135 6650 140 12598 195
3 52.5 1795 72 2194 78 4003 107
4 102.5 820 52 1094 58 1921 78
5 180 310 oo 321 34 627 47
6 257.5 1070 58 879 53 1959 79
7 307.5 1892 75 1498 68 3407 102
8 337.5 7346 142 6515 136 13857 197
9 353.5 14654 193 14349 192 29020 273
10 358.5 59677 368 59435 368 119124 521

1.35 < Q'̂  < 1.7 GeV'^ (0.1 < - t  < 0.4 GeV)
Bin 4'qp N+ a n + N - A N - Niot A N ir̂
0 1.5 73399 399 73456 399 146857 564
1 6.5 14706 194 14702 196 29400 276
2 22.5 7404 146 8124 154 15529 213
3 52.5 2417 83 3124 92 5548 124
4 102.5 1256 65 1679 72 2946 97
6 180 318 38 353 38 664 54
6 257.5 1501 71 1038 62 2534 95
7 307.5 2991 90 2209 81 5209 122
8 337.5 8784 157 8034 151 16815 218
9 353.5 15338 197 15614 197 30959 278
10 358.5 66235 382 66251 383 132493 541
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1.7 <Q'^ < 2.8 GeV'^ (0.1 < - t  < 0.5 GeV)
Bin 4‘qp N+ AN+ N - A N - Niot
0 1.5 83818 501 84060 501 167899 709
1 6.5 15774 244 16486 247 32260 347
2 22.5 8596 193 9965 204 18557 281
3 52.5 2570 123 3193 134 5771 182
4 102.5 1169 96 1603 107 2772 144
5 180 500 65 505 65 1004 92
6 257.5 1269 107 1032 98 2301 145
7 307.5 3058 133 2494 120 5543 180
8 337.5 9839 209 8992 201 18835 290
9 353.5 15903 245 15232 242 31154 345
10 358.5 76578 481 76646 482 153240 681

Following tables are the results of the double Gaussian fits to missing m ass square distri
bution for three t  bins for one integrated (shown on the top of the table).

0.1 < - t  < 0.25 GeV (1.4 < < 2.5 G e V l^ )
Bin 4>qp iV+7 AN+ N - A N - N i o t

0 1.5 29686 301 29743 301 59427 426
1 6.5 7748 171 8251 175 16012 245
2 22.5 6196 160 6460 166 12662 231
3 52.5 2598 109 3142 118 5753 161
4 102.5 1609 89 2246 100 3888 135
5 180 565 58 501 57 1075 81
6 257.5 2098 100 1546 90 3629 135
7 307.5 3395 118 2523 107 5942 160
8 337.5 6918 168 6280 162 13198 234
9 353.5 7925 172 8049 172 15971 244
10 358.5 26287 287 26566 289 52839 407

0.25 < - t  < 0.35 GeV (1.4 <Q ^ < 2.5 GeVjc^ )
Bin 4>qp N+ AN+ N - AN^ Ntot

0 1.5 51529 364 51518 364 103050 515
1 6.5 9391 171 9423 173 18837 244
2 22.5 4437 122 5209 131 9643 180
3 52.5 1261 68 1641 75 2903 101
4 102.5 544 51 643 55 1183 75
5 180 138 30 173 31 308 44
6 257.5 433 52 403 48 838 72
7 307.5 1462 74 1142 66 2611 99
8 337.5 5396 136 4965 130 10359 188
9 353.5 9739 173 9753 172 19489 245
10 358.5 46702 349 46475 348 93185 494
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0.35 < - t  < 0 6 GeV (1.4 <  < 2.5 GeV/c-^)
Bin <f>qp N+ AN+ N - A N - Ntot

0 1.5 79596 392 81178 394 160803 556
1 6.5 13401 175 13798 177 27200 249
2 22.5 5850 123 6701 130 12555 179
3 52.5 1298 63 1720 70 3032 95
4 102.5 406 44 575 50 977 67
5 180 152 30 166 30 338 43
6 257.5 316 47 198 42 531 64
7 307.5 1426 68 1126 61 2557 91
8 337.5 7135 134 6511 128 13646 186
9 353.5 14165 178 13437 174 27609 249
10 358.5 71109 373 71559 374 142678 529

8.2,2 F i t  F ig u re s

The following figures are the results of the fits to missing mass square distributions in each 
(j)qp bin for three for both positive and negative helicities. In each plot the individual 
number of photon and pion events under missing mass square peak reconstructed by the  fit 
is shown, also fits to the identified radiative elastic and pion production events are presented 
with the fits and the Gaussian parameters that were used in the final double Gaussiuan fit.
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Figure 8-1: The fits to for 1.0 < < 1.4 (negative helisity).
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Figure 8-2: The fits to for 1.0 < < 1.4 (positive helisity).
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Figure 8-3: The f its  to  for 1.4 < < 1.9 (negative helisity).
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Figure 8-4: The fits to for 1.0 < <9̂  < 1.4 (positive helisity).
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Figure 8-5: The fits to for 1.9 < < 2.8 (negative helisity).
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Figure 8-6: The fits to for 1.9 < < 2.8 (positive helisity).
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8.2.3 O b ta in e d  asymmetries

The asymmetry calculated for each <pqp was fitted with function a s in (^ )  +  j3sin{2(p). 
The result are shown for 3 bins.
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Figure 8-7: Fit to the azymuthal asymmetry for 1.0 < < 1.35 GeV^ for integrated 0.1 < t <
0.4 GeV.
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Figure 8-8: Fit to the azymuthal asymmetry for 1.35 < < 1.7 GeV^ for integrated 0.1 < f <
0.4 GeV.
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Figure 8-9: Fit to the azymuthal asymmetry for 1.7 < < 2.8 GeV"̂  for integrated 0.1 < t <
0.4 GeV.
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Figure 8-10: Fit to the azymuthal asymmetry for 0.1 < —t < 0.25 GeV for integrated 1.4 < Q"̂  <
2.5 GeFA
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Figure 8-11; Fit to the azymuthal asymmetry for 0.25 < —t < 0.35 GeV for integrated 1.4 <Q ^ <
2.5 GeFA
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Figure 8-12: Fit to the azymuthal asymmetry for 0.35 < —t < 0.6 GeF for integrated 1.4 < <
2.5 GeF A
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